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Abstract
The emergence of Web 2.0 and applications such as on-line mapping and virtual
globes (VGs) have significantly changed the way geospatial data are used. While the use,
creation and analysis of geospatial data was once the realm of experts, these recent
technological advancements have led to the democratization of geospatial data. Maps can
now be produced by the contribution of thousands of users. This creates challenges when
one wants to rely on such data to make a decision, as the quality of the geospatial dataset
can be highly heterogeneous or even unknown. This thesis presents an approach for
visualizing the perceived quality of 3D objects in VGs. The visualization approach
developed adapts an approach successfully used in other domains, the five star and u er
feedback system, to communicate the reliability or quality of data/products to lay users.
This approach helped identify a method of communication which is both technically
feasible and easily understandable by both expert and non-expert users alike, while not
oversimplifying the quality

information

being communicated.

Detennining the

appropriate ways in which to visualize this approach in a 3D geospatial environment was
then done through implementing prototypes and perfomling a user evaluation. The results
of the user evaluation suggest that the preferred visualization method uses a number
within a star to show the object's quality, while the least preferred method is the typically
used visualization using five individual stars.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Context
The last decade has witnessed a significant trend towards the democratization
of geospatial data and the development of new software and applications which
utilize geospatial data. The democratization of geospatial data has been possible due,
among other things, to public access to an increasing number of free geospatial data
and applications. These applications include popular mapping websites, such as
Google Maps and Bing Maps, which allow any Web user to visualise geospatial data.
An increasing use of GPS and their associated applications in people's daily lives
(e.g. car navigation systems, geocaching) (Rouse et al., 2007) have also contributed
to the democratization of geospatial data. Recent Virtual Globe (VG) software
packages (e.g. Google Earth,

okia Ovi 3D, Bing Maps 3D and

ASA World Wind)

allow any Intemet user to view and sometime create geospatial data. Although there
is no one universal or fonnal definition, Goodchild (2008) describes VGs as systems
which provide access to huge sources of satellite imagery, aerial imagery, along with
digital geospatial data, using a simple interface. Also, VGs provide an environment
where many types of geospatial and contextual data can be viewed together or
utilized for purposes ranging from simple to scientific in nature.
VGs are software whose capabilities have grown substantially in the past
decade due mostly to technological advancements. They are commonly used for
simple tasks, such as the visual identification of places, but can be used to support
more complex decision making processes (Goodchild, 2008; Grossner et al., 2008;

Sheppard and Cizek, 2009). With recent advancements in technology, more and more
people are becoming users of VGs, and more and more data are available on the

geospatial web (Haklay et al., 2008). This influx of non-expert users creating and
using geospatial data relates directly to the problem discussed by Dokoupil (2008)
which asserts that, although experts seem to be pushed aside when it comes to
creating web data, there is a realised danger in unreliable data on the web that people
now see the need to address. Sheppard and Cizek (2009) address such outcomes in
situations where experts fail to properly label scientific data, provide uncertainty
information, and including relative contextual data, in visualizations used in VGs.
Sheppard and Cizek (2009) also address dangers of error propagation and liability
issues when images and visualizations created by non-expert users find their way into
public discourse. For the purpose of this research, we define a non-expert user as
someone with little or no training in or knowledge of the nature of geospatial data and
an expert as someone who possesses fonnal training and practice using geospatial
data, and these concepts can be seen discussed in greater detail in section 2.2.2.
In many applications and uses of geospatial data, the quality of the data should
be taken into consideration. Zandbergen (2009) asserts that certain quality
expectations have to be met when creating geospatial data. Sheppard and Cizek
(2009) exemplify the importance of being aware of the authenticity of geospatial data
such as 3D models, and the risks that may arise when these models find their way into
being used in publicized images or incorporated into larger model sets. It is therefore
important to know some measure of the quality of any geospatial dataset that one may
use for decision making.

There are numerous measures of the quality of geospatial data. Beard and
Mackaness (1993) state that spatial data quality has many definitions, extending from
statistical to conceptual. The quality of geospatial data can be measured and described
in many ways, although different professional standards (e.g. ISO 19113, Open
Geospatial Consortium) have been developed to standardize these practices. The
Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) outlines five main elements of spatial data
quality: lineage, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical consistency, and
completeness (FGDC, 1991; Kresse & Fadaie, 2004). These critetia are sometimes
referred to as internal quality. Other more recent spatial data quality standards (e.g.
ISO 19113) followed similar criteria. Another view of geospatial data quality is the
concept of external quality, which is also referred to as the data'sfitnessfor use. This
concept differs from the one of internal quality as it looks at "the level of fitness
between data characteristics and user's needs" (Devillers et al., 2005).
Internal and external data quality is typically communicated using statistical
reports, disclaimers, user manuals, context-sensitive warnings, metadata, etc
(Devillers & Beard, 2006). Another way to communicate data quality or uncertainty
is through visualisation. MacEachren et al. (2005) argue that developing reliable
methods to represent and manage data uncertainty is a persistent and relevant
challenge in GISciences, and consequently efforts to develop tools and methods of
visualisation for inforn1ation uncertainty can be of benefit in helping analysts
understand and cope with this uncertainty.
In this context, professionals and researchers from the GIS sector are
considered as experts. For non-expert users of geospatial data, visualization may be a

very useful way of communicating uncertainty and geospatial data quality
(Buttenfield, 1993; MacEachren, 2005; Drecki, 2007). One potentially valuable area
in which to implement these methods would be in 3D and VGs, as these new
environments are growing in popularity and reaching increasing numbers of people
that do not always understand the quality of the data which they are looking at.
The need to communicate geospatial data quality is now recognized as being
important to the analysis of geospatial data (Roth, 2009) and to protect the geospatial
data consumers (Gervais et al., 2007). This communication is still more crucial as the
access to geospatial data and the ability to create geospatial data becomes
increasingly available to non-expert or lay GIS users via applications such as online
mapping services (e.g., Google Maps, Bing maps, MapQuest) or VG environments
(e.g., Google Earth, NASA World Wind, Bing Maps 3D, ESRI ArcExplorer).

1.2 Research problem
Lowell (2004) states that "decision making in human life involves a constant
evaluation of risk". In order to evaluate these potential risks when using geospatial
data for any type of decision making, one must be aware of the quality of the data.
For instance, different 3D models obtained from Web sites like the Google 3D
Warehouse can provide different representations of a same reality. A 3D environment
visualized in a VG (e.g. a city) will potentially include models produced very
differently by a number of users. The resulting quality may be very heterogeneous or
even unknown. Having users be aware of this issue is one of the major challenges as
much of this quality of geospatial data being used by non-expert GIS users is
inherently unknown to users. This quality of the data may, depending on the data's

use and/or analysis purpose, cause undesirable outcomes or unreliable results as
Sheppard

and

Cizek

(2009)

exemplifies for

geospatial

data

in

landscape

visualizations. With the advancements in technology, such as VGs and on-line
mapping sites, geospatial data has become democratized. This leads to many new
concerns with the need to communicate the quality of geospatial data being used and
created by non-expert users so that they can understand what may result from the use
of geospatial data for decision making.
Many of these non-expert users creating and using geospatial data are doing
so using VGs. Due most likely to the recent apparition of VGs, few studies discuss
users and uses of these systems (see section 2.2.2). A more comprehensive
understanding of these user types is needed. Knowing who is using VGs is required to
assess how to best communicate geospatial data quality to these end users.
Many ways in which geospatial data quality and uncertainty can be visualized
have been explored (see section 2.3). This includes work from Drecki, 2002, 2007;
MacEachren, 1992, 2005; Pang, 200 I; Slocum el al., 2005; and Zuk, 2008, which
proposed visualizing data quality and uncertainty using methods such as likelihood
surfaces, transparency levels, glyphs and colour. As of yet, there is no universally
accepted 'best' or standard way to visually communicate geospatial data quality.
Furthennore, of the visualization methods which have been previously proposed,
none have been put into widespread use within the mainstream GIS technologies.
With so many new non-expert GIS users, new challenges in detennining geospatial
data quality visualization methods are also presented. There is a need to assure that
the visualization method is understandable for all users, not only expert users. One

additional challenge related to the geospatial data quality visualization is also that the
visualization method must be technically feasible for application to numerous and
heterogeneous datasets. Balancing these practical constraints with the search for a
theoretically sound solution has led to the adoption of the approach proposed in this
thesis.
In summary, the research problem is that the quality of the geospatial data in
VGs is currently not being communicated to users and that research is required to
design approaches that will balance technical implementation constraints with
powerful visualization that would allow raising the awareness about the quality of the
data to users.

1.3 Research Hypothesis
The hypothesis to be tested by this research is that it is possible to visually
communicate the geospatial data quality of 3D objects in VGs to non-expert users
through a method which will be both technically feasible and easily understandable
by non-expert users.
This hypothesis meets several qualities that a scientific hypothesis should
have. It is plausible as methods for communicating quality to non-experts exist and
are widely accepted in the non-spatial community of web users. It is verifiable by
means of successfully building a working prototype and collecting feedback from a
small group of representative users. It is precise, as the failure to develop the
prototype during the short amount of time or the failure of users to understand the
quality communicated would result in rejecting the proposed solution. Finally, the
hypothesis is communicable as its statement can be easily understood.

1.4 Research Questions
The main research question for this research is "Is there an efficient and
technically feasible method which can be used to communicate visually geospatial
data quality associated to 3D objects in VGs to non-expert users of geospatial data?"
Specific research questions are:
-

What are the different types of users of VGs?
What methods for geospatial data quality visualization have been
previously explored?

-

Which method or set of methods can be used to communicate geospatial
data quality onD objects to non-expert users ofVGs?

-

Which factors are important to consider in the development of an
approach for implementing geospatial data quality visualizations for 3D
objectsinaVG?

-

Which of the visualization methodes) implemented in the visualization
prototypes is most effective for communicating the geospatial data quality
to users?

1.5 Objectives
The goal of the research is to design, test and validate a symbiotic approach to
communicate visually the perceived quality onD objects in VGs.

The concept of a symbiotic approach, which will be described in more depth in
section 3.5.2, is an approach which balances the simplicity, the ease of
implementation, and the detail of the visualization method in a trade-off which
mutually benefits the users, developers and theoreticians of the method.
The specific objectives of this project are:
1) To identify and classify the different types ofVG users
2) To identify and classify methods by which spatial data quality and quality
more generally can be visualized
3) To design an approach for visualizing the quality onD geospatial data
withinVGs
4) To implement and test the approach in a visual prototype

1.6 Research Method
The method used for this project consists of five main phases (see Figure 1.1).
The first phase involved perfonning a literature review of the fields of
geospatial data quality and uncertainty, uncertainty and quality visualization, Web
2.0, Volunteered Geographic Infomlation, 3D geospatial environments, VG
applications, and VG uses and users. This review helped in detennining the current
state of the field and identifying the research questions and the method to be used.
The literature review also established the context into which the theoretical
framework was set.
The second phase was to create an inventory of methods that can be used to
visualize geospatial data quality and uncertainty. This was done through a study of
the literature related to data quality and uncertainty visualisation, but also through a
study of the ways in which quality of products is assessed and communicated in

popular websites. This inventory provided a comprehensive overview of the current
methods that can serve as a foundation for the theoretical framework.
The third phase was the development of a visual approach to communicate
geospatial data quality to users of VGs. The approach taken looks at how an overall
assessment of Perceived Quality, which will be defined in section 3.4.1, of 3D data
can be visually conveyed in a VG environment. This approach also incorporates user
feedback about certain quality aspects. Also, additional ways in which specific details
of the uncertainty assessment can be communicated were examined (e.g. bar charts,
user comments, quality slider). These techniques were used in a VG environment to
communicate the geospatial data quality to potential users. The aim of this research
was to provide specific infomlation pertaining to individual 3D models (e.g. for each
building) rather than infomlation about the quality on a global scale for the whole
dataset.
Phase four implemented the approach developed in phase three using different
visual prototypes developed in Google Earth. User evaluations in the form of a survey
of non-expert and expert users of geospatial data allowed gathering qualitative and
quantitative data that can be used to validate or invalidate the research hypothesis.
Many methods of data collection exist, such as direct observation, interviews and
surveys. As the research requires understanding if users benefit from the
communication method developed, it was decided that a formal user evaluation
including a survey was the most appropriate foml of data collection. To allow
statistical tests to be significant, a group of 40 participants was surveyed, allowing the
analysis and comparison of two sub-groups of 20 participants each (experts vs. non-

experts). Participants were given a sample of 3D data in a VO with the quality
visualised using different methods, and were asked to rank each of the visualization
methods tested based on their ease of understanding, in addition to provide feedback
based on their assessment. The outcome was quantitative and qualitative data which
reflect the survey participants' understanding and assessment of the individual
visualization prototypes.
Phase five of the research method was the analysis and discussion of the
survey results. This allowed identifying the visualization method that was preferred
by the users. The quantitative and qualitative results collected from the surveys were
analysed. Participant's comments and evaluations provided qualitative insight for the
approach validation. Participant's rankings allowed a quantitative analysis. Rankings
of the visualization method were analysed using the Friedman's Test while
differences in rankings between expert and non-expert participants were analysed
using the Mann-Whitney Test.
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Survey of relevant literature

Assess visualization methods
nccnainty/geospatialdataquality\isualizmionand
qualitycomrnunicalioninpopularwebsitcs

Develop theoretical framework
fortcstingoflhcoptirnalrncthodforvisual
rcprcscl1lmionofquaiityof3Dobjcclsinvinuaigiobes

Test developed framework
Survey users and analyzc rcsults

Write thesis

Figure 1.1: Research method summary

1.7 Conclusions
Due to the recent emergence and increasing popularity of VGs, online
mapping and the ability for any user to create, access, and modify geospatial data,
there are new challenges in communicating geospatial data quality to non-expert
users. Most of the users ofVGs and other on-line mapping applications typically have
no expertise in geospatial data. Due to the heterogeneous nature of the data created
and stored online, there are risks that users do not understand the quality of the data
used to support different types of decisions. Hence, a communication method

II

allowing non-expert users to understand easily the quality of these geospatial data is
likely to reduce the risks of misusing these data.
The goal of this project is to design a method which is efficient, easy to
understand and to implement, that could be used to communicate spatial data quality
to non-expert VOs users. This is achieved through the development of a prototype
which adapts visualization methods from popular websites to the VO's 3D
environments. The prototype is then assessed through a user evaluation of both expert
and non-expert users of geospatial data. The overall approach which is taken is a
symbiotic one, which considers altogether pragmatic elements such as technical
feasibility and ease of understanding along the theoretically best visual solution.
For this project a visual method was chosen for communicating data quality.
Due to the lack of widespread use of previously explored methods for visually
communicating geospatial data, methods from other fields which are non-spatial in
nature were explored for use in this project.

1.8 Thesis organisation
This thesis follows a manuscript format wherein chapter 3 is a paper to be
submitted to a peer reviewed joumal. Chapter 2 is a literature review on VO users and
usages, data quality and uncertainty visualization, Web 2.0 and geospatial data.
Chapter 3 presents the new approach for visualizing perceived spatial data quality of
3D objects in VOs, which addresses the challenges and objectives identified in
chapter I. It presents an article that will be submitted to the intemational peer-review

Journal o.fSpatial Information Science. This chapter presents the visualization
approach, the prototype, and the results ofa user survey on geospatial data quality
12

visualization for determination of which ofa subset of visualization methods is most
effective. Chapter 4 presents and discusses additional results related to the
visualization approach, key concepts, and the prototypes. Chapter 5 discusses the
results and concludes the thesis. It explains how the hypothesis has been validated,
and how the research questions have been answered. It also expands on how the
research may support future research, and discussed the limitations of the work
presented. A copy of the user survey is finally presented in Appendix A.

1.9 Co-authorship statement
This research is part of the larger Canadian GEOIDE IV 23 project titled
"Public Protection and Ethical Geospatial Data Dissemination". The general scope of
the research presented in this thesis (i.e. geospatial data quality in relation to VGs)
was provided by my committee members. The specific re earch problem addressed,
the objectives and the methods were developed by myself during the literature
review. These ideas were then fonnalized in my thesis proposal with iterative reviews
and feedback from my supervisor and co-supervisors. The practical aspects of this
research, such as the development of prototypes and the execution and organisation of
the user survey, were perfomled primarily by me. Rene Enguehard (MSc student)
provided significant help with some ofthe technical aspects in the creation ofKML
files for the prototype. I have also completed all of the data analysis, which included
the determination of the sub-set of visualization methods chosen for prototyping, and
the analysis of the qualitative and quantitative data obtained from the user survey. I
wrote the complete first draft, and am the primary author of the joumal article
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
A review of the literature of several areas has been perfonned to assess the
current state of several fields related to this project. The types of users and usages of
VGs were first examined to allow detennining what VGs are used for and the types of
users. Following this, a review of the existing methods for visualizing geospatial data
quality and uncertainty was done to understand the range of methods and to
categorize them. The fields of Web 2.0 and VGI, which are important domains in
relation to VGs and democratization of geospatial data, were also reviewed.

2.2 Virtual Globe Users and Usages
2.2.1 Overview of Virtual Globes
VGs have resulted largely from technological developments in areas such as
tiling, caching and data transfer (Sheppard & Cizek, 2009) that occurred within the
past decade. These developments along with the success of VGs have brought maps
into the daily lives of people (Taylor & Caquard, 2006). VGs allow visualizing
various types of geospatial data such as satellite and aerial imagery and vector data
layers (Tuttle

el

al., 2008), and some data are now able to be viewed in almost real-

time (e.g. traffic data).
VGs have many applications and uses. According to Goodchild (2008) VGs
provide access to huge sources of satellite imagery, aerial imagery, along with digital
geospatial data, using a simple interface. He also conveys that this is done in an
envirolilllent which can be rotated and zoomed to visualize the geospatial data
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without the distortions typically introduced through 2D maps. VGs integrate many
types of geospatial and contextual data together to be viewed or utilized for purposes
ranging from non-expert users simply viewing satellite data, to the creation of new
data (e.g. creating a 3D building in Google Sketchup), or to more advanced purposes
such as using VGs for scientific analysis.
The concept of a VG is attributed to the fonner US Vice-President Al Gore in

1998 who defined a visionary infonnation system, or digital earth, with potential
value for educational and collaborative research (Butler, 2006; Grossner et al., 2008;
Tuttle et al., 2008). Although existing VGs do not include all of the requirements of
Gore, they are comparable to his vision in many ways. This vision was pat1ially
realized with the initial launch of VGs such as NASA's World Wind in 2004 and
Google Earth in 2005. It was different recent technological advancements, such as
tiling techniques, which greatly reduce the size of file transfers (Editorial, 2006), that
have allowed VGs to become a reality.
Today there are several VG software available. Most of these are available as
freeware, open source, or with free licensing, although some VG providers offer
upgraded versions of software at a cost. For instance, a professional version of
Google Earth, which is aimed at organizations using VGs rather than the general
public, is sold by Google. All VGs are not designed for the same purpose. Google
Earth is designed for the use of the general public, whereas NASA's World Wind is
"explicitly designed for scientific infonnation and its code is open source so that
scientists and software developers can tailor it to their needs" (Butler, 2006).
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2.2.2 Virtual Globe Users
Due to the only recent emergence and popularity of VGs, there is still only a
limited understanding of the breadth of their potential u age and users. Grossner et al.
(2008) provide a first classification of VG users. They identify three primary
categories of users from U.S. vice president Al Gore's speech: (I) non-expert users,
which they exemplify as a young child visiting a digital museum, (2) collaborative
scientists and (3) current GIS users, such as govemments. Some examples of uses for
each category can be seen in Table 2.1. While Grossner is to the best of our
knowledge the only existing classification of VG users, a number of other studies
proposed classification of users for the GIS environment, more specifically for
collaborative environments. For example, Coleman et al. (2009) identify five
categories of expertise, which overlap, pertaining to volunteered Geographic
Infonnation (VGI) contributors, a field related to VGs. These categories range from a

Neophyte, who is a person with no background in the subject but has an interest or
opinion, to an Expert Authority, who is a person which has greatly studied and
practiced the subject and holds great authority in the area. For the purpose of this
research, we define an expert in geospatial data as someone who possesses formal
training and practice using geospatial data, and a non-expert as someone with no
training or knowledge of the nature of geospatial data.
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Table 2.1: Examples ofVG uses from literature using Grossner el al., 2008
classification of users

[n response to the poor knowledge of user types and, as part of the research
for this thesis, a new classification of VG users is presented on Figure 2.1, and
examples describing each of the four classes can be seen in Table 2.2. Creating this
classification helped in achieving the objective of identifying and classifying the
different types ofVG users for this thesis.
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SimplelPersonal

=
o
(I) A user who has no formal training in
GIS, and is using virtual globes out of
general interest and personal motivation

1<

(2) A user who is an expert GIS user
and uses virtual globes in-office may
also utilize virtual globes outside for
things such as making decisions fora
familylrip

Level of exoertise

Amateur

(3) A user who utilizes virtual globes
for the purpose of work or research in
some discipline outside of GIS. Has
limited training or knowledge of GIS
and maybe unaware of potential
limitations and unforeseen problems
with data and decision-making

Trained

(4) A user who is skilfully trained in the field of GIS
and is aware of the natureofgeospatial data. May
utilize virtual globes for the purpose of work or
research in some discipline outside or inside of GIS

ScientificlProfessional

Figure 2.1: A new classification of virtual globe users
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Table 1.2: The four classes of virtual globe users with examples
Classification
(1) Amateur expertise Simple/Personal application

Viewing satellite imagery of the road you live on

(2) Trained expertise Simple/Personal application

Locate an address and navigate the streets around the
address at eye level using Google Earth street view.
(Jones, 2007)

(3) Amateur to Semi-trained
expertise - Scientific/Professional
application

The use of landscape visualizations using Google Earth
byaColoradogrouptovisualizetheskylineofthecity
(Sheppard & Cizek, 2009)

(4) Trained expertiseScientific/Professional application

Dissemination of object-based change detection research
results by researchers using Google Earth (Tiede &
Lang, 2007). Analysis of population affected through
fake crisis scenario in Google Earth [for European
network on Global Monitoring for Stability and
Security] (Tiede & Lang, 2007)

Example

The proposed classification extends previous classifications by combining the
complexity of the application with the level of expertise of the user. In a more general
sense, VG users can be considered as experts, or non-experts in the use of geospatial
data (see X axis in Figure 2.1). A person with little or no training in GIS or in the
nature of geospatial data may be unaware of the potential limitations and uncertainties
associated with the u e of geospatial data for decision making. An expert may be a
person with a fonnal training in GIS who understands the nature of geospatial data.
Sheppard and Cizek (2009) also define experts and non-experts in the context of
using VGs. Their definition is a more general one which does not incorporate
expertise in GIS or geospatial data. They define experts as scientists and experts from
various fields, being more from private sectors, and they define non-experts as the
lay-public who are "people without particular expertise in science or environmental
professions" (Sheppard & Cizek, 2009).
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2.2.3 Uses of Virtual Globes
VGs are used in many different situations and for various reasons. It seems
that many of these uses are everyday tasks. Taylor and Caquard (2006) convey that
the success of these VGs in recent years has caused an increasing occurrence of map
use in people's daily lives. Images from Google Earth are frequently now seen in
news casts and TV shows to show and identify locations in the world. Other common
uses of VGs include tasks such as road directions, locating buildings or sites or
viewing potential travel destinations. Jones (2007), when speaking about Google
Earth, highlights that people may also just explore places from history such as
cultural, family or religious historical places.
Even though most everyday uses of VGs do generally not support analytical
decisions, undesirable outcomes and ramifications may arise. For example, using a
VG for routing may result in the identification of a bad route or wrong directions due
to an incomplete dataset.
The following sections look at uses ofVGs in analytical and educational uses,
where these uses are relevant for collaborative scientists or for agencies that may be
using VGs for decision making. It should be noted that some other potential
commercial uses are not discussed in this review.
Analytical decision making uses
Analytical decision making, the dissemination of research to the public and
responding to natural disasters speedily are possible uses of VGs (Editorial, 2006).
Tiede and Lang (2007) outline some of the advantages of using VGs in conjunction
with analytical results to disseminate data from Earth observation as "(I) the amount
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of data to be integrated is reduced; (2) this saves times in situations where rapid
infon11ation delivery is required; (3) the rights of the original data are respected".
Examples where VGs are used in conjunction with, or for analytical decision
making, include work from Tiede and Lang (2007), which describes one study where
object-based change detection of urban areas in Harare was performed on Quick Bird
imagery. Subsequently the analytical 3D view was implemented as a KML file in
Google Earth. Another example which Tiede and Lang (2007) describe is one where
3D symbols representing the distribution of dwellings in refugee camps in an area of
Tanzania were created using Google Sketchup. In this study, the data were then made
accessible via a commercial GIS so that further GIS analysis in a VG could be
allowed.
Other examples of VGs used in analytical decision making are outlined by
Mangroves of Mexico (20 I0), Schroth et at. (2009), and Sheppard and Cizek (2009),
in the context of landscape visualization. Sheppard and Cizek (2009) give the
example of a visualization created in a VG which depicts the impact on the current
landscape of forecasted sea level rise for part of British Columbia. This visualization
was highly publicized but did not include any supporting scientific or uncertainty
infonnation that would allow showing a range of possible scenarios.
Educational uses
Another major use of VGs is for the purpose of education. Rakshit and
Ogneva-Himmelberger (2008) describe several exercises in which VGs are used with
pre-existing data for education in visualizing and analyzing spatial layers without the
use of commercial GIS. The activities in the exercises they describe include:
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estimating the extent of urban sprawl, visualizing internet use through time, toxic
release inventory mapping, and an exercise on image classification and VGs. In these
exercises three separate VGs were used.
Another example of education using VGs is illustrated in a course outline
from the University of

orth Carolina. The course is used to educate on the

"capabilities and limitations of Google Earth for regional archaeological survey and
site location, and for general feature identification" (Madry & Henley, 2007). The
course reflects previous work done in an area of France, where a large number of new
and existing archaeological sites were recorded using Google Earth.

2.2.4 Conclusions
There are many types of VG users today, and the users' skill levels vary from
high expertise with geospatial data, to none. The reasons for which people use VGs
also greatly vary. For some, VGs are used in everyday tasks, such as planning a
driving route, while in other cases scientists are using VGs to display and disseminate
their work for analytical decision making. Further, VGs are also being used/proposed
for educational purposes. In some cases, this is to analyze spatial layers without the
use of costly software, and in other cases to train for decision making using VGs.
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2.3 Data Quality and Uncertainty Visualization Techniques for 2D
and 3D Geospatial Data
2.3.1 Introduction
Communicating data quality and uncertainty is important and problems
related to quality and uncertainty in geospatial data are likely to increase with the
growing interest in the geospatial web (Pang, 200 I; Schlaisich ef al., 2004;
Goodchild, 2008). Mainstream geospatial applications such as Google Earth provide
access to large databases of geospatial data of heterogeneous quality but do not
provide tools for communicating or visualizing data quality or uncertainty to the users
(e.g. the date mentioned for the images visualized on Google Earth is not the
acquisition date but the copyright date). MacEachren (1992, p. 10) states that
"uncertainty is a critical issue in geographic visualization due to the tendency of most
people to treat both maps and computers as somehow less fallible than the humans
who make decisions they are based upon". There is then a need to communicate
these issues to the users of the data.
Various methods exist for communicating uncertainty and quality in
geospatial data, such as providing statistical output, text, metadata or geographic
visualization. This section will focus on visualization approaches as a mean to
communicate geospatial data quality and uncertainty. MacEachren ef al. (2005) assert
that developing reliable methods to represent and manage data uncertainty is a
persistent and relevant challenge in GISciences, and consequently efforts to develop
tools and methods of visualization for data uncertainty can be of benefit in helping
analysts understand and cope with this uncertainty.
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One reason why geospatial data quality and uncertainty visualization is
important as a method for communicating uncertainty is that visualization may be the
most effective communication method for non-expert users of geospatial data.
Graphic depiction and drawing has historically been used to improve the study of
statistical infonnation (Buttenfield, 1993; Drecki, 2007). Also, there have been past
demonstrations of non-expert users using visual representations of quality and
uncertainty to better f0n11ulate decisions under indecision, rather than relying on
statistical output. There are many statistical methods which professional analysts and
researchers can use to attain measures of uncertainty, but many non-expert users are
not capable of interpreting or using these methods (MacEachren, 2005; Roth, 2009).
Bedard et al. (2007) relay that there are several cognitive sciences studies which show
that using images instead of numbers or words is better for the stimulation of memory
and understanding. Also visualization allows the user to see the variation in the
uncertainty over space, which is not as easy to see through other means of
communicating geospatial data quality and uncertainty (Drecki, 2002).
Although visualization is recognized as a valuable method for communicating
quality and uncertainty in geospatial data, much is still needed in the ways of research
in this field. There are still many challenges when it comes to communicating
uncertainty in geospatial data; Zuk (2008, p. 33) conveys that: "The need for
visualizing uncertainty along with data now has widespread acceptance. However the
task of including the additional uncertainty infonnation into an existing or new
visualization while maintaining ease of comprehension for both the data and the
uncertainty is not easy. As a result, the visualization of uncertainty is still not standard
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practice". Therefore, when designing a visualization method, it is crucial to consider
how the ease of comprehension can be maintained, especially as many users of
geospatial data are now non-experts.

2.3.2 Context
Spatial Data Quality and Uncertainty
Spatial data quality and uncertainty are tenns often used as synonyms but that
have different meanings. From a metadata perspective, spatial data quality refers to a
number of elements described by various standards, such as the lineage, positional
accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical consistency, and completeness (FG DC, 1991;
Kresse and Fadaie, 2004). However, others associate the concept of spatial data
quality to the idea of .Iilness for use, which looks at how datasets meet user's
requirements (Devillers el al., 2005).
Uncertainty on the other hand has also a number of fonnal definitions (Pang,
2001). The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines uncertainty as: "(I) the quality
or state of being uncertain: doubt (2) something that is uncertain" (Uncertainty,
2009). Uncertainty is a concept which is broadly known in many fields, geospatial
uncertainty being a specific type. This may create confusion when trying to define
uncertainty (Drecki, 2007). Drecki (2007) describes some of the various concepts of
uncertainty in different fields of research as; in mathematics uncertainty is associated
with possibility theory, in statistics uncertainty is associated with standard deviation,
and in psychology uncertainty is associated with insecurity or expectation as part of
the human condition. Zuk (2008) also points out that "Uncertainty is not isolated to
statistical numerical processes but is a nomlal part of everyday life" in making
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decisions pertaining to things such as the weather or stock market. He also points out
that uncertainty has benefits such as being used for privacy in photographs or video
via the use of blurring effects. Overall uncertainty is a broadly encompassing concept
which affects all fields of academia as well as everyday life.

Conceptual Models of Uncertainty for Geospatial Data
Several conceptual models of uncertainty related to geospatial data exist in the
literature. To communicate the uncertainty present in geospatial data one must first
understand the nature of uncertainty, and define the type of uncertainty to be
visualized. This is important as the nature and type of unceliainty being
communicated is essential to choosing the best technique for visualization.
Three of these conceptual models are Bedard's orders of uncertainty (1986),
Fisher's model of uncertainty (1999), and Leyk's conceptual framework for
uncertainty investigation in land-cover change modeling (2005). These three models
were chosen to be discussed in this review as they give three very different
perspectives on how uncertainty can be modeled depending on how one looks at the
concept, and what the application or specific domain it is being used in. Bedard
describes four orders of uncertainty which stem from conceptual to meta-uncertainty
(see Table 2.3). Fisher, on the other hand, defines a hierarchy of uncertainty which
stems from well defined and poorly defined objects (Figure 2.2). Leyk proposes a
conceptual model consisting of three domains which encompass the main potential
sources of uncertainty (see Table 2.4).
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual model of uncertainty in geospatial data (Fisher, 1999)

Definitions of the sources of error in well defined and poorly defined objects
are given by Fisher (1999). In a well defined object he states that uncertainty will be
probabilistic and stem from errors. The uncertainty in a poorly defined object is
labelled as vagueness if the object or objects class is poorly defined. Finally, the
uncertainty in a poorly defined object is labelled as ambiguity if the object
classification is ambiguous. If the object is shown as a member of two or more
separate classes then the uncertainty is labelled as discord, and if the type of class the
object should be in is not clear then the uncertainty is labelled as non-specificity.
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Table 2.3: Levels of uncertainty and descriptions (Bedard, 1986 and 1988)
First order

Name
Conceptual uncertainty

Second order

Descriptive uncertainty

Third order

Locational uncertainty

Fourth order

Meta-uncertainty

Description
Refers to the fuzziness in the identification of
an observed reality (e.g. is it or is it not an
entity? It is entity type A or B?)
Refers to the vagueness in the attribute
values of an observed reality (e.g.
imprecision in quantitative values, unclear
qualitative values)
Refers to the vagueness in location in space
and time of an observed reality (e.g. error
ellipses in geodesy)
Refers to the degree to which the preceding
uncertainties are known (e.g. absolute error
ellipses with a probability of39.3 percent)

Table 2.4: Definitions of uncertainty domains (Leyk, 2005)
Uncertain~ Domain

Production-oriented uncertainty
Transformation-oriented uncertainty
Application-oriented uncertainty

Descri tion
The amount of uncertainty inherent in the
source data
The amount of uncertainty caused by
data rocessin and editing
The amount of uncertainty dependent on
the intended a lication

Theoretical context of visual variables
An important component of visualization is making proper use of visual
variables. Basic visual variables were identified by Jacques Bertin as: Position (x,y),
size, value, grain, color, orientation, and shape (Bertin, 1981; MacEachren el al.,
2005) (Figure 2.3). This list has since been built upon and modified (Slocum, 2005;
MacEachren el al., 2005). The additional visual variables added by MacEachren are
contour crispness, fill clarity or resolution and transparency. The teml visual
variables is used to describe "the perceived differences in map symbols that are used
to represent geographic phenomena" (Slocum, 2005). For the purpose of visualizing
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uncertainty, the visual variables identified by MacEachren el al. (2005), whom added
additional variables pertaining to uncertainty, will be used. The additional variables
identified in Slocum el al. (2005) (arrangement perspective height) will also be
considered. For static 3D maps in particular, Hiiberling (2008) identifies five graphic
variables; viewing inclination, zoom factor, light direction, haze density, and sky
structure.
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Points

Shape

Lines

Areas

possible, bu//oo
weird/osho\\'

Size
Color
Hue
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Color
Value

••
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Intensity

••••

Texture
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Figure 2.3: Bertin's visual variables (from: http://understandinggraphics.com)

2.3.3 Geospatial Data Quality Visualization Techniques
Visualization techniques can be broken down into various categories (e.g.
static or dynamic, intrinsic or extrinsic), and techniques can be combined and used in
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different ways (e.g. color and size may be used together to represent different
uncertainties).
Static and dynamic visualizations
Static or dynamic visualizations are two ways in which visualizations of
geospatial uncertainty can be categorized. Davis and Keller (1997) assert that
visualizations using static maps, or comparisons between static maps and
visualizations using map animations, are two broad categories in which uncertainty
visualization can be broken down. They also relay that, in general, for single static
maps, the best variables to be used are color hue, color value and texture, and
combinations of these. There are also situations in which map animations may be of
benefit for uncertainty visualization. MacEachren et al. (1997) assert that map
animations may be very important in fields such as health care for monitoring
diseases overtime.
Using a wireframe to represent parts of an object is one teclmique which
exemplifies a static method of geospatial data quality and uncertainty visualization.
Zuk (2008) gives an example of this method where an archaeological object being
reconstructed is shown to be composed of wireframe in less certain areas. Another
example of a static visualization method is given by Pang (200 I) where breaks in
contour lines show the uncertainty in the data (see Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Use of gaps in contour lines to communicate uncertainty in the dataset
(Pang, 2001)

The use of a moving/interactive timeline is one way in which geospatial
uncertainty can be visualized dynamically. Zuk (2008) illustrates one such example
with 3D archaeological data where moving the timeline creates haze on the image
depending to indicate the level of uncertainty (see Figure 2.5). This example is
extrinsic and on-screen.
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Figure 2.5: The use of a dynamic timeline to communicate geospatial data quality
and uncertainty visualization (Zuk, 2008)

The use of intrinsic or extrinsic visualizations
One way in which visualizing geospatial uncertainty can be differentiated is
by whether the technique uses intrinsic or extrinsic variables. Intrinsic geospatial data
quality and uncertainty visualizations are inherent to the data display (MacEachren el

al., 2005; Slocum

el

al., 2005). An intrinsic visualization of geospatial uncertainty

would be to depict the uncertainty through transparency, where the data are used to
display

the

uncertainty.

Extrinsic

geospatial

data

quality

and

uncertainty

visualizations occur when visual variables are added to the map or environment and
are not an integral part of the data (MacEachren et aI., 2005; Slocum el al., 2005). For
example, extrinsic geospatial data quality and uncertainty visualization may be when
additional symbols are added to a map to represent uncel1ainty instead of modifying
the existing data on the map. In a study conducted by MacEachren el al. (2005), it
was found that the use of intrinsic techniques was better for communicating the "big
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picture" about geospatial uncertainty, whereas the use of extrinsic teclmiques was
found to be more successful in geospatial uncertainty infonnation from specific
locations. An example of this would be a dashboard display of uncertainty or the use
of glyphs.
The use of transparency on an object can be used for intrinsic geospatial data
quality and uncertainty visualization. Zuk (2008) gives an example of this where the
transparencies of the walls of a 3D house convey geospatial uncertainty (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Use of transparency to convey geospatial uncertainty on a 3D building
(Zuk,2008)

The use of glyphs to communicate geospatial data quality and uncertainty is
an example of extrinsic visualization. Pang (200 I) gives the example of a vector field
of glyphs showing uncertainty in the orientation of the glyph, and the amount of
uncertainty in the size (Figure 2.7). This example is both on-screen and static.
Riazanoff and Santer (2006) also provide an example where error vector glyphs are
used to convey the localized spatial data quality of a raster map.
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Figure 2.7: Vector field of glyphs showing geospatial uncertainty (Pang, 2001)
The use of visualizations such as quality indicators for logical consistency and
thematic accuracy is another extrinsic visualization method. Devillers and Beard
(2006) provide an example illustrating this method using a quality dashboard.

Separate screen vs. on-screen visualization
Geospatial data quality and uncertainty visualization can also be broken down
into separate screen or on-screen. Separate screen uncertainty visualizations occur
when the uncertainty visualization is not a part of the map or environment itself, but
displayed on a separate screen. On-screen visualizations occur when the uncertainty
visualization is a part of the map or environment where the dataset is displayed.
MacEachren el at. (2005) describe a case study where two of these methods were
used in a comparison. The on-screen geospatial data quality and uncertainty
visualization had the pixels on the map more highly saturated in color for more
certain areas. The separate screen visualization had an animated map flickering back
and forth between the original data map and one which showed only pixels with high
certainty. Ehlschlaeger el at. (1997) also speak about separate screen visualization of
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geospatial data. They assert that using animations to visualize geospatial uncertainty
"can be an invaluable aid for exploratory analysis of the data".
The display of two side by side maps is one way in which separate screens are
used to visualize geospatial data quality. Devillers and Beard (2006) exemplify this
method through side by side raster maps, one showing the original data, and the other
showing the associated uncertainty in the same area. MacEachren (1992) also gives
an example of this where a raster map depicting a health risk index is shown next to a
map of the same areas depicting the uncertainty in the health risk data (Figure 2.8).
This example is also both static and extrinsic.

Figure 2.8: Use of separate screens for the visualization of geospatial uncertainty
where a health risk index for air pollution is on the left and the uncertainty of those
index values is shown on the right (MacEachren, 1992)
Making certain areas fuzzy or out of focus is a way in which on-screen
geospatial uncertainty can be visualized. MacEachren (1992) shows an example of
this as making the risk zone area surrounding a nuclear power plant more out of focus
in less certain areas (Figure 2.9). This example is also both static and intrinsic.
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Figure 2.9: The use of out of focus raster data to communicate geospatial uncertainty
where the more out of focus the data is in the zone, the less certain the data is
(MacEachren,1992)

Individual methods of geospatial data quality visualization
Many combinations of visual variables and applications in 2D and 3D were
found by observing some of the individual methods for geospatial data quality
visualization in the literature. To summarize some of these methods, a table using
Bertin's (Bertin, 1981; MacEachren et al., 2005; Slocum, 2005; Zuk, 2008),
MacEachren et al.'s (2005), and Slocum et al.'s (2005) visual variables was created
as part of this research (See Table 2.5). This table is categorized by variable, and
indicates whether the variables are used for 2D or 3D, and provides examples of the
use of each variable in geospatial data quality. The infomlation on whether Bertin's
visual variables (and some additional ones) are usable in 2D and 3D was found in
Slocum et al. (2005). The usability of other visual variables in 2D or 3D is
detennined on the basis of known examples. Researching the literature and creating
this table helped in achieving part of the second objective of this thesis by identifying
and classifying methods by which spatial data quality can be visualized.
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Table 2.5: Table illustrating examples of geospatial data quality uncertainty visualization by visual variable
Visualization
variable

i~S;~

I i~s;~

Example(s)

Data types variable is
appropriate for

Grain

Tissotindicatrix(Slocurnelal.,2005),Lincwidthdcpicting
unccrtainty(Slocurnelal.,2005),Uscofglyphs(Pang,
2001)
Divcrgingcolorschcrncdcpictingunccrtainty(MacEachren
el al., 2005
Usingintcrpolationtoshowccrtaintyinboundarics(Davis
& Kcllcr, 1997)
Varying hucs to rcprcscnt data agc(Schlaisich elal., 2004)

I b~:~o:k

I 3D, points, lines, polygons
I

I

Raster,3D,points,lines,polygons

Raster,3D,points,lines,polygons
Raster, 3D, lines, polygons

Orientation

Use of glyphs (Pang, 2001)

Shape

Tissotindicatrix(Slocurnetal.2005)

I

3D, points, lines, polygons

Color saturation of individual pixc1sto indicatcaccuracy
Schlaisich elal., 2004
Linefuzzincssindicatingunccrtaintyofboundary(Slocurn

I

Raster, 3D, points, lincs, polygons

I

Raster, 3D, points, lines, polygons

Contour
crispness

vi~:a~~:~i:n

Raster, 3D, points, lines, polygons

Floating and sinking objccts (Zuk, 2008),

-Y-cs-

elal.,2005),

Fillclarity\
Resolution

Fuzzy classification ofirnagcrydata(MacEachrcn elal.,
2005), Rain/snow and foglhazc tcchniqucs (Zuk, 2008)

Transparency

Transparcncyofuncertain3Dartifacts(Zuk,2008),

I

Raster, 3D, points, lines, polygons

Spacing
(texture)

SpacingbctweenisolincslOshowwcathcrrnodel
uncertainty (MacEachren elal., 2005)

I

Points, lines, polygons

Perspective
height

Using a 3D graph to show thc quality anributcs of an area
(e.g. rcsolution) (Schlaisich elal., 2004)

I

Raster,points,lines,polygons
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2.3.4 2D vs. 3D Geospatial Data Quality Visualization
Many of the visual variables, or combinations of variables used in geospatial data
quality visualization techniques, can be applied to both 20 and 3D representations. As
there were no known case studies which compared or contrasted specific visualization
methods between 20 and 3D, it is difficult to compare specific techniques between the
two. Visualizing geospatial data quality in 3D environments may pose more challenges as
to how certain visual variables may be used. For example, size may be used, but not the
size of multiple 3D objects as distance would change the viewers' perception of the
objects size, rather the size of symbols overlaid on a single object might be used to depict
uncertainty.

2.3.5 Comparison of Geospatial Data Quality Visualization Techniques
Overall, each of the techniques for visualizing geospatial data quality has been
found useful. The way in which they seem to be distinguished is through their degree of
usefulness, and this depends on the type of uncertainty which is trying to be
communicated, the user, and the use. According to Roth (2009) "The key to designing
useful and usable representations and visualizations of uncertainty (or of anything else) is
to know the end user". Aside from the uncertainty type, the use is also important. As
MacEachren et at. (2005) found, depending on whether the uncertainty to be
communicated is pali of the big picture, or in specific parts of the dataset, an intrinsic or
extrinsic approach may be more useful. For this a good understanding of the nature and
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types of uncertainty could be helpful. This may be achieved through the use of
conceptual models of uncertainty, such as those seen in section 2.2.

2.3.6 Conclusions
There are a broad range of methods and techniques through which geospatial data
quality can be visualized. These include the many ways in which quality visualization
may be broken down (e.g. intrinsic or extrinsic), and also the many visual variables and
combinations of those which may be utilized.
One thing to consider is whether the visualization will be applied to 20 or 3D
data. There are many more examples of uncertainty visualization for 2D datasets then
there are for 3D. One recommendation would be to further investigate the usefulness of
quality visualization techniques applied to 3D data. Jones (2007) states that "Some view
Google Earth as the most widely used 3D visualization tool ever created". This,
combined with the fact that most people using tools such as Google Earth with 3D data
are non-experts in GIS which may not understand other ways of uncertainty
communication (e.g. statistical output), exemplifies the importance of more research into
techniques for uncertainty visualization using 3D data.

2.4 Web 2.0 and Geospatial Data
2.4.1 Introduction
Web 2.0 is an integral reason for the democratization of geospatial data and how
any internet user can now create, use and access geospatial data. Davidson and Vaast
(2007) state that Web 2.0 "harnesses the Web in a more interactive and collaborative
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manner, emphasizing peers' social interaction and collective intelligence, and presents
new opportunities for leveraging the Web and engaging its users more effectively."
Goodchild relays that Web 2.0 is a concept which relates to the users large involvement
in creating and contributing content on the web (2008). He also conveys that the Web 2.0
concept has importance in geospatial information. Some examples of Web 2.0
applications are wikis (e.g. Wikipedia), social networking sites (e.g. Facebook), data
sharing/peer to peer sites (e.g. alluc.org), YGs, and online mapping sites (e.g. Open Street
Map).

2.4.2 Volunteered Geographic Information
YGI is another component of the Web 2.0. The growth and emergence ofYGI is
largely attributed to the growth of Web 2.0 applications in recent years ( khwanana,
2009). With this growth in YGI, questions related to the quality and uncertainty of the
data produced by non-expert users of geospatial data are becoming more pressing.
Goodchild (2008) conveys that there are many questions as to the accuracy of YGI data
as some sites allow any user to edit the data.
The concept of YGI is especially seen in online mapping applications. Sites such
as Open Street Maps are run on the basis of non-expert users adding and building upon
the street maps which exist. Although the data on such online mapping sites is YGI, it is
also subject to a peer reviewing process before it is used in the map. YGI is also
encountered in YG applications. One example of this is Google Earth, where anyone can
add infonnation about a geographic area (e.g. pictures, descriptions, points). Google
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EaIih also provides the ability for users to create 3D models of buildings which are then
freely available through their 3D Warehouse for any person to use or view.
Many other examples of VOl are seen through websites documenting various
types of phenomena, from animal sightings to documenting where certain weather
conditions occur. One example is the Web site www.junponline.com. where users
provide infonnation such as pictures, descriptions, and locations of plant and wildlife
sightings to a larger inventory/database.

2.4.3 Conclusions
Much of the ways in which non-expert users understand and use geospatial data is
related to Web 2.0. Applications and sites which facilitate peer to peer sharing and VOl,
such as VOs and mapping sites, seem to be the main outlets by which non-experts are
using and creating geospatial data. Although there seems to be no cun·ent way in which
the quality of all VOl is being assessed, in many Web 2.0 related sites there are ways in
which the quality of both products and providers of non-geospatial services are being
assessed through peer-review processes such as user ratings and user feedback.
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Chapter 3: Visualizing perceived spatial data quality of 3D
objects within virtual globes
3.1 Introduction
The emergence of Virtual Globes (VGs) in the five past years has significantly
changed the geographic infonnation landscape by giving an easy access to any Web user
to a very large volume of geographic data. In defining a VG, Rakshit and OgnevaHimmelberger (2008) describe numerous aspects of the technology. They define a VG as
a globe having the capability to simultaneously represent many thematic views of the
Earth's surface. Additionally, they define a VG as an environment where the user can
zoom, rotate, and tilt their view, and can display many types of data. VGs integrate
satellite (raster), vector, and other types of contextual geospatial data together to be
viewed or utilized for many purposes. These purposes range in use from non-expert users
simply viewing Earth imagery, to the creation of new data to be viewed in, or integrated
with the VGs data (e.g. creating a 3D building in Google SketchUp), to people utilizing
VGs for scientific analysis (e.g. Butler, 2006; Tiede & Lang, 2007; Sheppard & Cizek,
2009; Hoeber el at., 20 I0).
The larger vision for a digital Earth suggested in 1998 by the fonner US VicePresident Al Gore (Tuttle el at., 2008) was partially realized when NASA's World Wind
was launched in 2004, shortly followed in 2005 by Google Eat1h. Cunently there are
several VGs available for use on-line, including Google Earth, Nokia Ovi 3D, Bing Maps
3D, NASA World Wind, and Marble. This technology has enabled lay Intemet users to
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integrate, display, analyse, create and share geospatial data. The sharing and creation of
geospatial data on-line named Volunteered Oeographic Infonnation (VOl), is another
new phenomenon which has contributed to the democratization of geospatial data and
mapping.
The democratization of geospatial data was also supported by the emergence of
what is defined as the Web 2.0, which promoted the development of web applications
supporting VOl. While the production of geographic infonnation used to be restricted to
mapping professionals, anyone who has access to the Internet can now contribute to the
creation of public geographic datasets through applications such as OpenStreetMap I.
The Web 2.0 and VOs have allowed for many new opportunities in the
geographic community, such as on-line collaboration, data sharing and access to many
new tools and data. They have however presented new challenges to the research
community. Coleman (2010) and Coleman et al. (2009) characterize VOl contributions
of individuals as being either constructive or damaging and relays that one of the major
challenges pertaining to VOl is assessing the credibility of these contributors. Another
challenge related to VOl is the assessment of the quality of these data. Haklay (20 I0)
examines this challenge through a comparative study of the OpenStreetMap and
Ordnance Survey datasets in UK. He concludes that the quality is not unlike that of
government datasets, but the distribution of error in the OpenStreetMap dataset is related
to the contributor, and therefore not randomly disttibuted as expected in a govemmental

'http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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or commercial dataset. Girres and Touya (20 10) extend this work through examining the
OpenStreetMap data in France.
These challenges in assessing the quality and credibility of VGI are also seen in
VGs where user-generated 3D models are being used. Many of these 3D models, such as
those found in the Google Warehouse and in Google Earth, do not come with quality
infonnation or assessments by experts. Therefore, there is a need to design a method for
assessing the geospatial data quality of these models and communicating this quality to
the people using these models. Since a lot of the people using VGs are non-experts in the
domain of geospatial data, communicating the quality of this data becomes even more
challenging as many traditional methods may not be easily understandable by non-expert

As many users of VGs are non-experts in geospatial data, risks of misu e may
exist when users utilize those 3D models to support decision making processes. Sheppard
and Cizek (2009) discuss these risks in the context of landscape visualization. These risks
include misinfonnation being published or unofficial images or data entering into
decision making. One example of this is a flood map of part of British Columbia, Canada,
created by the Sierra Club of British Columbia which became highly publicized although
it was not accompanied by uncertainty infomlation or substantial scientific framing
(Sheppard & Cizek, 2009). Another set of potential risks Sheppard and Cizek highlight is
the creation of inaccurate 3D models by non-experts which are then used in an official
model and then may cause elTor propagation and potentially even liability and legal
issues.
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The goal of this research is to communicate the quality of 3D objects in VGs to
users, which may help reduce the risks related to decision making based on these models.

It aims to design, test, and validate a symbiotic approach to communicate visually the
perceived quality of 3D objects in VGs. We first present an overview of spatial data
quality (SDQ) and VG users and usages. Subsequently, an approach for the visualization
of perceived SDQ of3D objects within VGs is presented, along with the novel concept of
perceived quality, the type of SDQ communicated by the approach. The prototyping of
this approach and the testing of the method via a user evaluation are then discussed,
followed by the conclusions.

3.2 Spatial Data Quality
3.2.1 Overview
Spatial Data Quality (SDQ) is a tenn which has many definitions extending trom
statistically measurable error and accuracy to conceptual measures of completeness and
consistency (Beard and Mackaness, 1993). Five main elements of spatial data quality are
outlined by the Spatial Data Transfer Standards (SOTS): lineage, positional accuracy,
attribute accuracy, logical consistency, and completeness (Chrisman, 1983; FGDC, 1991;
Kresse & Fadaie, 2004). Another view of SDQ lies in the concept of fitness for use, also
named extemal quality. Devillers and Jeansoulin (2006) convey that extemal quality is
generally acknowledged as quality in the broadest sense. Also, extemal quality is not
fixed, in the sense that one dataset may have different qualities for different end users.

5\

SDQ communication is an active area of research in the field of SDQ as there
currently are no methods which are in widespread use. Communicating SDQ issues is
currently mostly done through metadata, although a number of visualization methods
have been proposed. Metadata is often defined as 'data about data'. Examples of
metadata include the projection of a dataset, its spatial and temporal extent, or its spatial
accuracy. Several problems come with the use of metadata to communicate SDQ issues
(Devillers et al., 2005). Since metadata are not mandatory, they are not always created
along with the dataset, and therefore not available to users. Another problem is that
metadata do not all follow a same standard. The Intemational Organization for
Standardization (ISO) is generally recognized as the standard, but still not universally.
Metadata are also usually not consulted by many GIS users as they are normally
disjointed from datasets and remain fairly complex.
Another concem with using metadata is that infonnation conveyed in metadata
often describes the entire dataset and not individual objects. Drecki (2002) points out that
the overall picture ofthe dataset is often satisfactory, but that this does not mean that data
quality is evenly distributed within the dataset. Hunter and Goodchild (I996) assert that
traditional ways of conveying uncertainty have been global, referring to the quality of the
hard copy map in general.
Statistical methods can also be used to assess and describe SDQ. Beard and
Mackaness (1993) relay that the root mean squared error (RMSE) is an aspatial statistical
measure which provides a summary measure of positional accuracy for a dataset. This
measure, along with many other statistical measures, is of a global nature. This
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distinction becomes important when considering visualization as a technique for
communicating data quality, as using a spatial visualization technique can display local
versus global variation (Beard and Mackaness, 1993). Also, MacEachren el al. (2005)
examine the validity of the visual representation of data uncertainty as there are many
statistical methods which professional analysts and researchers can use to attain measures
of uncertainty, but many lay users are not capable of interpreting or using these methods.
Visualizing SOQ has the advantage of being able to display local variation in data
quality. The research of MacEachren et al. (2005) also highlights that there have been
past demonstrations of lay users depending on heuristics to fonnulate decisions based on
uncertainty, rather than relying on statistical output. Parallel to this, Buttenfield (2003)
exemplifies depicting error and confidence intervals graphically for exploratory data
analysis in statistical analysis. She asserts that graphically depicting or drawing statistical
data has improved the study this infonnation, which could similarly improve the
depiction of error and uncertainty.

3.2.2 Analysing Visualization Methods for Geospatial Data Quality
Many methods have been proposed to visualize geospatial data quality. Some
examples are the use various colour schemes, opaqueness, or fuzziness to represent the
SOQ of the data (Schlaisich el al., 2004; MacEachren el aI., 2005; Zuk, 2008).
Visualization methods for communicating geospatial data quality can be classified in
various ways. Generally, these methods use traditional visual variables (e.g. colour, size,
transparency) to portray the quality of the data. Much previous work focused on 20
mapping, although there al

0

has been some work for 30 environments (e.g. Zuk, 2008).
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Visualizations can be cia sified as either static or dynamic. Intrinsic or extrinsic variable
can also be used, where intrinsic geospatial data quality and uncertainty visualizations are
inherent to the data display (MacEachren el aI., 2005; Slocum el al., 2005), and extrinsic
variables are those added to the map or display. Rather than visualizing the geospatial
data quality and uncertainty on the same map or screen, a separate map or screen may be
used to display the visualization.
Very few methods for visualizing the geospatial data quality of 3D objects in VGs
have been proposed. One recent study by Peter (2009) presents a method for evaluating
inconsistencies in 3D building models. This method may be useful for visually examining
and identifying inconsistencies, but it is one which relies on very detailed models for
comparison, whereas the method developed in this research is one which utilizes users'
perceptions and knowledge of the 3D objects to visualize quality.
Many of these visualization approaches can be used in combinations to visualize
geospatial data quality. Table 3.1 classifies methods proposed in the literature according
to 13 visual variables. This served as an essential step in understanding what potential
methods or aspects of methods could be implemented in visualizing geospatial data
quality for 3D objects within a VG environment.
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Table 3.1: Table illustrating examples of uncertainty visualization by visual variable

Visualization
variable

Used
in2D

Example(s)

Used
in3D

Floating and sinking objects (Zuk, 2008),
Tissotindicatrix(Slocume/al.,2005),Linewidthdcpicting
uncenainty(Slocum e/al., 2005), Usc of glyphs (Pang,
2001)

Size

&K';-lIer.1997)

Yes
Usc of glyphs (Pang, 2001)

Shape

Yes

Yes

Tissotindicatrix(Slocume/al,2005)

Color saturation
Contour
crispness

.2005),

Fillclarity\
Resolution

Fuzzyciassificationofimagerydata(MacEachrene/al.,
2005), Rain/snow and fog/haze techniques (Zuk, 2008)

Transparency

Transparencyofuncenain 3D ani facts (Zuk, 2008),

Spacing
(texture)

Spacingbetweenisolinestoshowweathermodci
uncenainty(MacEachren e/a/., 2005)

Perspective
height

Using a 3D graph to show the quality attributes of an area
(e.g. resolution) (Schlaisich e/al., 2004)

Previous methods have not been put into widespread use or implemented in
commercial applications for a number of reasons. First, many of these visualization
methods require a detailed assessment of the quality of the data, which is often not
available. 3D objects stored in on-line warehouses such as Google Warehouse can be
different representations of the same reality (see Figure 3.1). However, many of these
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objects do not come with any quality infonnation and are hard to assess in tenns of
quality. One exception is the Google 3D Warehouse which does provide a five star rating
and feedback system for individual models. However, this infonnation is not provided or
accessible once the model is visualized in the YG. Second, these methods are often very
complex in nature, and hence difficult for non-expert geospatial data users to understand.
For example, the use of glyphs to convey the direction and magnitude of uncertainty (see
Figure 3.2) may not be very easy for a user with no background or f0n11al training in
geospatial data or statistics to comprehend. Finally, many of these methods would not be
easily implemented on a large dataset such as all of the 3D objects in the Google
Warehouse. A method such as using transparency on a 3D object to communicate the
specific areas of the object which are more certain than others may be a very viable
method by which to communicate uncertainty (see Figure 3.2), but modifying and
assessing large amounts of 3D objects individually to use this method may not be feasible
or effective.

Figure 3.1: An example of different representations of the same reality via models of the
White House in the Google Warehouse
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Figure 3.2: Use of transparency (left) (Zuk, 2008), and vector field of glyphs (right)
(Wittenbrink et al., 1996) to convey geospatial uncel1ainty

3.3 Categorizing Virtual Globe Users and Usages
Exploring the recent literature on YG users and usages shows that there is still
much work to be done in building this domain of knowledge. Few studies characterize
the users ofYGs and for what YGs are being used. Grossner et al. (2008) identifies three
categories of users: (1) non-expert users, such as a young child visiting a digital museum,
(2) collaborative scientists and (3) current GIS users, such as govemments that are
utilizing GIS capabilities. To respond to this still limited understanding of YG users,
Figure 3.3 presents a new classification, organized along two dimensions: the level of
expertise of the user and the complexity of the task at hand.
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Figure 3.3: A classification of virtual globe users

Through doing this, four classes ofYG users were defined:
(I) Amateur expertise - Simple/Personal application (e.g. viewing the road you
live on using Google Earth's street view).
(2) Trained expertise - Simple/Personal application (e.g. navigating the streets of
New York at eye level using Google Earth (Jones, 2007)).
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(3) Amateur to intennediate expertise - Scientific/Professional application (e.g.
the use of landscape visualizations from Google Earth by a Colorado group to
visualize the skyline of the city (Sheppard & Cizek, 2009)).
(4) Trained expertise - ScientificlProfessional application (e.g. dissemination of
object-based change detection research results by researchers via Google Earth
(Tiede & Lang, 2007)).
With most users of VGs being non-experts, it is important to design a new
approach for visually communicating the geospatial data quality of the 3D objects in
VGs. There is now a need for data quality communication to all types of users as existing
data quality communication methods are too complex and will not be understandable by
most non-expert users. This poses a need for novel methods of geospatial data quality
communication.
The uses of VGs range from very simple to complex, including diverse analytical
tasks (Goodchild, 2008; Grossner et al., 2008; Sheppard & Cizek, 2009). Simple tasks
can be viewing one's house, finding the location of a hotel, or getting driving directions.
There are several examples of usages of VGs which are more complex. Some of the
possible usages of VGs were for analytical decision making, disseminating research to
the public and speeding up responses to natural disasters (Editorial, 2006). Tiede and
Lang (2007) describe one study where 3D symbols representing the distribution of
dwellings in refugee camps in an area of Tanzania were created using Google Sketchup.
Sheppard and Cizek (2009) also exemplify several cases where VGs and data from VGs
are used for analytical purposes. Two examples he gives are the use of Google Earth to
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design visualizations of a projected development in Colorado Springs, and a landscape
visualization of a future possible flooding scenario in the Lower Mainland of BC,
Canada, done by the Sierra Club. Such examples confiml the diversity of usages made of
VGs. Since this research aims to visualize the geospatial data quality for 30 objects in
VGs, the most important usages to be aware of are those which are complex and involve
decision making. Understanding the quality of the geospatial data can then help to reduce
undesirable results.

3.4 Visualization Approach
3.4.1 Introducing the Concept of Perceived Quality
Perceived Quality, of geospatial data is a novel concept which results fi'om the
consideration of the type of SOQ one would be communicating to users in a context
where data quality is rarely fomlally assessed by data producers. In contrast to more
traditional descriptions of SOQ, Perceived Quality is an expression of the perception
which a user has about the quality of data. It is different from the concept of internal

quality which measures, often quantitatively, the intrinsic quality of a dataset by
comparing the data to a more accurate dataset. It is also different from the concept of

external quality (i.e. fitness for use) as it does not assess how well a dataset fits the user
requirements rather; it is assessing how the user perceives the quality of the data.

In

examining a model and looking at other users' commentary and feedback, the user
gauges what the quality of the dataset.
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3.4.2 Adapting a Symbiotic Approach
The symbiotic approach is a tem1 referring to seeking a balance between the level
of detail provided by a method and the simplicity of its implementation which considers
three elements of the method; the usability by non-expert users, the teclmical feasibility,
and the use of visualization elements such as visual variables. This trade-off is seen as
necessary to reach solutions that can be widely adapted by a user community. By analogy
with the biological meaning of "symbiotic", this approach assumes a mutual benefit to
the users, developers and theoreticians of the method. The approach considers several
issues, such as the richness of visualization vs. the ease of understanding, and also
considers the technical feasibility of the visualization method.

Richness of visualization vs. ease of understanding
There are numerous examples of uncertainty visualization methods in the literature
(e.g. Zuk, 2008; MacEachren et al., 2005; Slocum et al., 2005; Schlaisich et al., 2004;
Davis & Keller, 1997). These examples use techniques such as glyphs, wireframe,
transparency, and various visual variables for visualizing geospatial data uncertainty or
quality.
These methods for communicating geospatial data uncertainty may be very
effective and are generally visually rich methods of communication. This being said, the
ease of the general public's understanding must be weighed against the complexity and
richness of the communication, particularly when the uncertainty communication is
aimed towards non-expert users. Much of the general public may have trouble
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understanding what is represented in visualizations using complex methods, such as
glyphs, to represent some type of uncertainty.
Even when the methods are less visually rich or complex, the question of whether a
non-expert would understand a quality indicator being visualized should be considered.
For example, the use of transparency to visualize the structural uncertainty in a 3D
building may be easily understood by someone looking for this uncertainty, or someone
who understands the nature of uncertainty, but may be too specific or difficult to
comprehend for a non-expert user. This relates back to the argument that visualizing
uncertainty may be far more effective for non-experts rather than methods such as
statistical output (Buttenfield, 2003; Drecki, 2007). In the case of this research, it is the
non-experts ability to understand the underlying richness and complexity of the
visualization itself which needs to be reconsidered. Another related argument for
simplicity is put forward by Bosworth where, in discussing the use of standards, he states
that "the odds of failure are at least the square of the degrees of complexity of the
standard" (Talking to DC, 2009).
Using the argument of simplicity in making a trade-off between visual richness and
ease of understanding, one good way to explore the best methods for visualizing
geospatial uncertainty in VGs is to examine what non-expert users do understand. Many
popular websites use visual methods of communication of product quality, seller quality,
etc. These popular websites often communicate the quality of some aspect of their
websites, and this quality is user driven (e.g., feedback and ratings of products on
amazon.com). User review systems are increasingly used and seen as important tools for
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on-line retail websites (Kim el aI., 2006; Qu el at., 2008). Given that the users of these
popular websites have a prior understanding of these systems, it can be assumed that they
will most likely better understand the uncertainty in geospatial data which they are using
if it is presented and/or user driven in a similar fashion.
Technical feasibility
No known examples of previous research in geospatial data uncertainty
visualization have been implemented in popular geospatial applications. Considering the
feasibility and usability of these communication methods may increase the chances of
having the methods used. Many of the methods which are present in the research are
undoubtedly effective ways in which to communicate uncertainty in geospatial data. One
trade off to consider though, is whether it is realistic to implement the method in a
widespread manner or on a large dataset. This is the trade-off between technical
feasibility and complexity. Methods which use or change the dataset itself may be very
difficult to implement on a large dataset. For example using techniques such as wireframe
or transparency to communicate uncertainty in 3D objects could be very difficult and/or
time consuming to apply to all of the 3D building models in Google Earth. Examining
ways in which other domains currently visually communicate uncertainty and quality
measures could therefore be a valid approach to detennining which techniques are
technically feasible.

3.4.3 Selecting the Five-Star Method
The exploration of methods used by other fields for visualizing the quality and
reliability of data/products revealed that most popular websites use a five star rating
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method in conjunction with user feedback and individual ratings. Examples of such
websites can be seen in Figure 3.4. Such consumer feedback methods are increasingly
used for e-commerce and other websites (Kim et at., 2006; Qu et at., 2008; Thoms et at.,
2010). They help consumers assess the quality of products before doing online
transactions and build consumer trust in the website (Qu et at., 2008). The lack of
existing metadata that could describe the quality of the objects in VGs did not allow the
use of a number of traditional uncertainty visualization methods. The Five Star Method
was chosen as this method is not subject to either of the constraints seen in implementing
traditional visualization methods and is by far the most popular method used on the
Internet to visualize the quality of products and sellers that have been assessed by users.
This method fits with the symbiotic approach for several reasons. First, the method is one
which is already implemented by a number of websites for communicating the quality of
non-geospatial data. Second, most Internet users are familiar with this method, which
makes it easily understood by a users having various level of expertise. Finally, the
method provides a simple visualization, but also provides more detailed feedback through
user comments and individual ratings, so the infornlation communicated is still quite rich.
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Figure 3.4: Example of the five star method from three popular websites

One common criticism about methods which rely on the Imowledge of the crowd,
or crowd-sourcing, is that they are not as reliable as knowledge generated by an expert.
However, Haklay (2010), through a comparative study using OpenStreetMap, concludes
that the quality ofVGl datasets is not unlike datasets produced by professionals.
As these representations of the five star method in popular websites are not
specific to geospatial data, a large part of this research project was assessing appropriate
ways to geospatially visualize stars. This presented several challenges as to which visual
variables and types of representation would be most appropriate to be visualized within a
VG environment and understandable for end users.
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3.4.4 Determining Representations of the Stars
Several possible ways that can be used to represent the Five Star Method were
taken into consideration, three examples of which can be seen in Figure 3.5. This method
is one which uses extrinsic and on-screen visualizations, wherein the visualization is part
of the map environment and added to the map instead of being an integral part of the
dataset itself. Therefore, this research had to consider the best way to transpose the Five

Star Method to geospatial 3D objects in VGs. Several issues had to be taken into
consideration for this. For example, issues such as where to place the stars in space with
regards to the 3D object, which visual variables should be used and how should they be
used, how the method could work with users changing their point of view in the VG, and
how to deal with perspective and occlusion effects onD VGs.
Several of the visual variables were eliminated as possibilities for use in the five
star visualization method. The use of size was eliminated due to the logical fact that the
size of the symbol would change with the zoom distance in a VG environment. Also,
colour hue was eliminated as it would be difficult to see some colours in contrast to all of
the colours in the environment. The use of a colour scale was considered, but it was
realized that often times the lightest saturation was hard to distinguish from the 3D object
(building top).
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Figure 3.5: Tests of the five star method using the visual variables size, number and
colour

The next consideration for representing the five star method in a geospatial
environment was whether to use 20 or 3D geometry for the symbology. As a 3D
representation of the symbol is also a static object like the building itself, the symbol does
not rotate with the user's view when changing the viewing angle in the VO. Therefore a
20 representation was chosen to be used as it can be viewed from any angle.

3.5 Perceived Quality
When considering the five star method the type of geospatial data quality being
communicated is not one which is measured, such as error or positional accuracy, but
rather it is a type of external quality which we have ternled Perceived Quality. The
Perceived Quality of geospatial data is the perception which a user has about the quality
of data for their own needs. From examining a dataset (e.g. a 3D building model) and the
comments and ratings which other users have made pertaining to this dataset, the user
then gauges what the quality of the dataset is for their personal use (e.g. the dataset is
good to use for assessing the aesthetic value of a real estate propel1y) based on other
users commentary and feedback.
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This Perceived Quality can indeed include types of measured quality within the
user comments, but the information in this feedback depends on the user's knowledge of
the object in real life, and is also reflective of the user's purpose for viewing or utilizing
the 3D object.
Using illustrations and describing Perceived Quality, we now will discuss the concept
and how it works with the five star method:

1. User I creates a model of 3D object using an online application such as Google
SketchUp. This model is then uploaded and stored in an on-line warehouse such
as the Google Warehouse where other users can access and view the 3D object in
aVG.
2. The model created by user I is viewed within a VG by users 2 .. n. These users
proceed to assess the model by giving an overall rating (1-5 stars) to the model
and by giving commentary through a user feedback box. The rating given and
feedback may be general, about their real life knowledge of the representation, or
may relate to why or why not the model fits their own purpose for using the
model (Figure 3.6).
3. The accumulation of several ratings and comments for the model then allows for
an overall rating of the model's Perceived Quality to be assigned (Figure 3.6).
4. Other users then access the model and view the overall rating, and can access the
commentary and ratings provided by previous users. By filtering through the
commentary and taking into consideration only the comments which pertain to
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their own personal use of the representation, the users then fomlUlate their own
perceived quality of the 3D representation and decide whether it has a good
fitness for use for them (Figure 3.7).

~

In XXXXX
Figure 3.6: Perceived Quality evaluation (left) and average rating (right)

Figure 3.7: End users perception of the Perceived Quality

3.6 Prototype Development
The approach described in section 3.5 was prototyped into the software Google
Earth. First, the sheer popularity of Google Earth was a large consideration, as the
prototypes were to be tested by users that should be familiar with the technology. This
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way the majority of users would have used the application prior to the survey. Second,
the technical aspects of creating prototypes using Ooogle Earth was taken into
consideration, as creating and implementing KML files is relatively straightforward.
Approximately 100 3D buildings in each of two cities were chosen for the
prototypes. These 3D buildings were pre-existing in Ooogle Earth. As the purpose of the
prototypes was to detemline which of the five star methods was perceived as the most
effective by the users for visualization within a YO environment, the actual quality of the
3D buildings was not relevant. Each of the 3D buildings was assigned a random quality
rating of one through five using a random number generator.
The two cities chosen for the prototypes were San Francisco and Prague (see
Figure 3.8), because of their very different urban characteristics. By doing this, users
would be able to experience the different representations in settings that posed unique
problems. In Prague many of the buildings are at a very similar height, but are very close
to one another. In downtown San Francisco, the buildings have greatly varying heights,
and issues such as occlusion can be seen.
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Five point method

Numberof stars
method

Figure 3.8: Examples of prototype of Five Point, and Number of Stars methods of
visualization in San Francisco and Prague

The prototypes were made by creating KML files for each visualization method
and city. KML files were created from a spreadsheet containing the altitude, latitude and
longitude infonnation gathered for each building from Google Earth, along with the
randomly assigned rating. The four representations of the five star method that were
chosen for the prototypes were the five point, number of stars, layered star, and number
within star methods (Figure 3.9)

Five point
method

Number of
stars

***

Layered stars

Numberwithln
star

*

Figure 3.9: Four visualization methods used for prototypes
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3.7 User Evaluation
A user survey was conducted with both expert and non-expert users to evaluate the
five star approach developed. The survey was performed by 40 users in total, including
20 expert and 20 non-expert users ofgeospatial data, all of whom had used VGs before.
Their level of knowledge of GIS and VGs was first assessed through questions at the
start of the survey. Then, participants were asked to explore the 3D data using both
prototypes (San Francisco and Prague) with each of the five star methods. To avoid any
bias that could be introduced through the order in which each of the visualization
methods were viewed, each participant was given a different ordering detemlined using
the Latin Square method which gave each participant a different order in which to view
the four Five Star Methods.
After viewing each of the four methods in both cities, the participants were then
asked to rank the four methods in relation to their ease of understanding (one being the
easiest to understand). They were then asked to provide two reasons each for why they
chose the first and last methods.
The results of this ranking were then statistically analysed in order to answer the
following questions:
(I) Is there any significant difference in the rankings of the five star methods between
survey participants?
(2) Is there any difference between the rankings of the five star methods between
expert and non-expert GIS users?
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Answering these two questions helps answering the last research question of this study
(see section 1.4) which is "Which of the visualization method(s) implemented in the
visualization prototypes is most effective for communicating the geospatial data quality
to users."
Non-parametric statistics were chosen for these analyses because of the low sample
size (n=40 with 20 persons per group). Warner (2007) suggests that non-parametric tests
should be considered when n < 20 or definitely used when n < 10 per group. SPSS
PASW Statistics 18 was used to perfonn the statistical analyses. Friedman's Test was
used to answer Question I by comparing the mean ranks of each of the four methods.
Results indicated that there was a significant difference in the rankings (p<0.000). Results
indicated that the method 'number within star' was consistently ranked higher, and the

number ofstars method was consistently ranked lower. It should also be noted that 45%
of the participants ranked the five point method second and 30% ranked it first, making it
the second most favoured method.
The Mann-Whitney Test was used to answer Question 2. By comparing the two
populations (expert vs. non-expert) it was found that there was no significant difference
between the rankings of experts vs. non-experts (Exact Significance [2*(I-tailed Sig.)]:
0.192 < P < 0.602). This result indicates that the level of expertise seems to have no
influence on the ranking of the methods done by the users.
Qualitative data from

~ritten

feedback about why each user ranked a method as first

or last gave further insight as to why these methods were selected. The main reasoning
for choosing the number within star method as number one was that it was the easiest to
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understand as it used a number, and that it was not as cluttered and crowded as other
methods. The primary reasons for placing the number ofstars method fourth was that it
was too cluttered and crowded which obstructed the 3D buildings and made the rating
confusing to read. These results are interesting as they contrast with what is known from
other envirolllilents where five stars are often used to visualize quality. Therefore, when
considering applying such a method in a 3D environment it is certainly important to
realize that it may be perceived differently by users.

3.8 Conclusion
Visualizing SDQ has been the focus of a number of research projects in the past,
but the proposed methods, while conceptually interesting, have not been put into
mainstream or widespread commercial use. This is partly because these methods can be
challenging to implement and require measurements of data quality. Many of the
methods are also not easily understandable by non-expert users of geospatial data, and it
is now these users who mostly use VG systems. This paper has presented a new
classification of VG users. It also provides a novel way to collect and display quality of
3D objects in VGs which is based on a symbiotic approach, which combines a detailed
volunteered assessment (feedback) with a simplified display (stars). The five star method
communicates perceived quality. The visualization approach in this research was tested
and developed using 3D buildings in Google Earth. Of the four five star prototypes
developed, it was determined that using a number within a star to visually communicate
the quality ranking of a 3D object in a VG is the easiest for users to understand because
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of the method's visual simplicity and less clutter and confusion compared to the other
methods. Such an approach can be used for any type onD object in any VG.
The visualization approach proposed in this project is dependent on multiple users
having knowledge and perceptions of a 3D object. Consequently, the method of
visualization may have limitations in certain geographical areas. Future works for this
research would be to develop the visualization approach further as an add-on application,
or to explore the use of filters or sliders in displaying ratings.
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Chapter 4: Expanded Results
4.1 Introduction
This thesis presents a novel method for the visual communication of the
geospatial data quality of 3D objects in VGs. This chapter aims to present in further detail
some of the steps from the research process that were not covered in the Chapter 3
because of space constraints due to the journal requirements in which the paper is to be
published. First we will discuss the general approach taken in this thesis, followed by a
more detailed description of the concept of perceived quality. Finally, we will present
different aspects of the prototype development and the results from the user evaluation.

4.2 Approach
The general approach taken for the visualization method is one which we have
tenned a symbiotic approach, which is a trade-off between the technical feasibility of the
method, its ease of understanding for the users, and the richness of the visualization. The
approach was discussed in detail in section 3.4.2. Adapting the five-star system allowed
to achieve the objective of designing an approach for visualizing the quality of 3D
geospatial data within VGs.
Taking into account the need for a symbiotic approach, the lack of widespread
implementation of previously proposed methods, and the knowledge that much of the
users of VGs are users with no fornlal expertise in geospatial data (see section 3.4.3),
methods for visually communicating the quality of products and services were researched
from other fields. Implementing a five star rating method to display the overall quality of
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the 3D object simplifies the visualization and improves the ease of understanding. Then,
by supplying additional infomlation, such as individual user comments on the quality and
individual ratings, the user then also gets a detailed assessment that they can use to assess
the quality along with the simplified display. Examples of all of these elements of the
communication of quality can be seen in popular websites such as Amazon, iTunes, and
eBay (see Figure 4.1). Examining these other methods used to visualize data quality
helped in achieving part of the second objective by identifying and classifying methods
by which quality more generally can be visualized.
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Figure 4.1: Example of five star rating and user feedback method from amazon.com

4.3 Perceived Quality
The type of geospatial data quality being communicated through this five star
rating system has not been measured quantitatively, but is rather a foml of extemal
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quality, which we have tenlled perceived quality. This is the perception that users have
about the quality of data for their own needs and it is fonllulated through examining other
users' comments and feedback. To illustrate this concept, Figure 4.2 shows perceived
quality broken down into four simple steps;
(1) A user (named Rae) creates a model ofa 3D object using an online application
such as Google SketchUp.
(2) The model created by Rae is viewed within a VG by several other users. These
users assess the quality of the model by giving an overall rating (1-5 stars) to
the model and by giving commentary through a user feedback box. The rating
given and the feedback may be general, or may relate to why or why not the
model fits their own purposes.
(3) The accumulation of several ratings and comments on the model then allows
for an overall rating for the model's external quality to be calculated.
(4) Another user (Dan) then accesses the model and views the overall rating and
the individual user's ratings and commentaries. By browsing through the
commentary and selecting the ones that pertain to their own personal use of
the representation, the user then fonllulates their own perceived quality of the
3D representation.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the four steps for explaining Perceived Quality
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4.4 Prototypes and User Evaluation
The next step in the research process was to implement software prototypes using
the five star method. This step helped achieve the fourth research objective, being to
implement and test the approach in a visual prototype. Prototypes were created in Google
Earth using KML files. Many variations of the five star method were considered using
different geometries and variations of the visual variables (see section 3.4.4). Ultimately
four representations of the five star method were chosen for use in the prototypes (see
Figure 4.3). These four representations were applied to approximately 10030 buildings
in both San Francisco, USA, and Prague, Czech Republic, in Google Earth. The method
by which the KML files were created, and the reasoning for choosing these cities can be
seen in section 3.6.
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Figure 4.3: Images of prototypes for five point (I), layered (2), number of stars (3), and
number within stars methods (4) in San Francisco
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Following the creation of the prototypes a user survey was conducted to assess
which of the five star visualization methods was best for the users to understand (see
Appendix A). The survey was administered to 40 participants (20 non-experts and 20
experts in geospatial data). The sample size was defined to allow significant statistical
tests to be performed. Participants were asked to navigate through the prototypes and
rank each of the four methods based on how easy the visualization methods were to
understand.
Friedman's statistical test compared the mean ranks of each of the four methods.
The result was statistically significant (p < .000 I) and showed that the method number

within star was consistently ranked higher, and the number of stars method was
consistently ranked lower. A more complete picture of how the methods were ranked by
participants can be seen in Table 4.1. Subsequently, a Mann-Whitney test was used to
compare experts with non-experts. It was found that there was no significant difference
between the rankings of these two populations (Exact Significance [2*(I-tailed Sig.)]
0.192 < P < 0.602), meaning that there was an overall consensus for the best and worst of
the four methods regardless of level of expertise.

..

Table 4.1: Percentages of survey participants ranking of each of the five star methods
(n=40)

'*

Rank)
Rank 2
Rank3

Five point
method
30%
45%
15%
10%

Number of stars

***

Layered stars

2.5%
10%
25%
62.5%

5%
20%
47.5%
27.5%

'*

Number within
star
62.5%
25%
12.5%
0%
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Qualitative data were also collected to understand more in depth the reasons for
which survey participants ranked the number within star method first, and the number of
stars method last. Participants were asked to provide two reasons for each of their first
and last ranking selections. This participant feedback can be seen in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
Additionally, a summary of the user comments for the top methods ranked first (method
within star) and last (number of stars) is presented. The main reasons for which
participants chose number within star for their first ranked method are: there is less
clutter on the screen, it is generally the easiest to understand, it is aesthetically pleasing,
and the use of numbers is easier to quickly comprehend the rating (Figure 4.4). The major
reasons for participants choosing number of sIal'S as their method ranked last are: it is
confusing to look at, there is too much clutter and crowding on the screen, it is not
aesthetically pleasing, the symbol size is obstructive of the buildings, and it is generally
complicated (Figure 4.5).

Table 4.2: Qualitative user feedback on why they ranked one method first or easiest to
understand
Method ranked
first
Number within
star

User feedback

Non-E,pert

-Becauseit hasavisual (numbers) for people to see
more clearly
-Because it's not clutlered like the other stars. It's
simple to distinguish

E,pert

-Immediately understandable
-Veryclean/not as cluttered as the other methods
-Tells you the actual numbers
-Didn't cover up buildin s too much
-Givessim lenumbers

Non-E,pert
Non-E,pert
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Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert

Non-Expert
Non-Expert

Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert

Expert
Expert

Expert
Expert

Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert

- Eas to understand
-ltlookedgoodevenwhenzoomedout
-It was not cluttered
-It was the easiest to understand
-ltwastheneatestlookin
-Lesscrowdingofinformation
-Immediateinfonnation(noneedforcounting)
-Numbers in the stars clarify the ratings better
-Use of one star instead of many makes it easier to
read
- Easy to read, easy to look at
-Ratin sdon't overlap one another
-The numbers within the stars makes it easy and fast
to see the rating
-Onestaroneeachbuildingislesscrowdedandeasier
to see the build in s.Also,lessoverwheimin
-Clearandeasytosee
-Visuallvneaterthan the rest
-Verycleartosee
-Not bunched up
-ltwasmuchclearertosee
- Looked tidier than other methods
-It was easier to count the stars
-There is less stars on the map so it's less con ested
- Easy to see when you zoomed in and out. You could see the quality even at lower
resolution
-Didnothavetocountstars
-Didnot have to think about it, self evident, clear
-Nooverla between symbols
-Can tell which stars belong to which buildings and
there is little overlap of stars that belong to the same
buildings
-ltisobviousatfirstglancewhattheratin is
-Simolicitvofunderstandin
-Clarityofthesymbol-#ranksthebuildingfrom
worst (I) to best (5)
-Nooverlapbetweens mbols for different build in s
-There isa single image, less confusing, easier to look at
-The ranking is in the ima e,seemseasiertounderstand
-Itisnotcluttered
-It is obvious and doesn't need interpretation
-Easiest to read at a glance
-Showsu well on all back rounds
-Can easily identify the number when zoomed in or out
- Least cluttered and easy to see
-All other methods had instances when it could be hard to make out the rankin
-Fasterrecognitionofitsvalue
-Moreorganizedandvisuall aooealin
-The number system is more clear
- Less clutter allows you to concentrate on what you are viewing especially when
there are a multitude of rates in the same area
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Five point method
Non-Expert

Non-Expert

-Gives you a clearer picture of the building seeing
more of the building
-Easy to understand five points one staron each
buildin
- Least confusing/easy to grasp
-Doesnotovercrowdscreen

Non-Expert

-Tookuplessspaceonthemap
-Verycleartosee

Non-Expert

-Clarity
- Lesson screen

Expert

-It is easy to think of empty (no color) part of the
star as "nothing" or "not counted"
-Easy to see one star erbuildin
-Easy to attach star 10 building
-Easvtounderstandwhichisbestlworstbuildin s
-Visuallyintuitiveandclear
- Does not block the view - not as overwhelmingly
as the other methods
-Easeofunderstanding
-Levelofclutter

Expert
Expert

Expert
Expert

- Easy to interpret the rating
-Easy to associate which rating belonged to which building

Expert

-Moreconcisesymbol
-The more the star is filled, the better the quality-easiest to interpreI at a glance

Expert

-It is the two top ranked choices appear less cluttered and easier to associatew/
correct buildings
-Quickerto read the five-star rankin

Layered stars
Expert

Non-Expert

Number of Stars
Non-Expert

-Reducedcluttercomparedt02-number
-Stillquicklygivesindicationofmagnitudecompared
tol five t.and4numberwithin
-Thestarsareclosetogethersotheyappearneatly;theydon'toverlay other buildings
ratings
-Convenient method of starrat in s
- Easiest to see at a glance
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• Less clutter/overlap
.Easeofunderstanding

.Useofnumbers

Figure 4.4: Summary of comments for method most often ranked first - number within
star
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Table 4.3: Qualitative survey user feedback on why they ranked one method fourth or
hardest to understand
Method ranked last

User feedback

Non-Expert

-NOI clear which stars belong to which buildings
-All overcrowded picture. Making it difficult to gel a
clear picture

Non-Expert

- Too many stars makes it complicated
-Hard to understand
-Too many stars on the screen
-Could not makeoul which building the slars
belon edtowhenzoomedout
-Too noisy, annoying to look at
-Toomuchoverla between individual oints
-Too many stars overlapping
-Hardto ickoutwhichstarsarewitheachbuildin
-Starsare too big cover too much of the building
-Ratings start to run together, no definition between
ratings
-Difficultlotellwhichstarsbelongtowhichbuilding
-Too man V red stars on screen, stars are dominant
-It's hard to understand which stars are for each building
-Therearetooman starsonthema
-Lookssloppyandcrowded
-Overlapping. Maybe hard to counl number of stars
correctly
-Too many stars, was confusing
-Havetocounttoomanvstars
-Layeringofthestarswasvisuallyirritating
-There were too manv stars visible on the screen
-Toodifficulttovisualize-understand
-Veryclutteredand hard to distinguish between close
buildings
-Takesupa lotofs aceonlhescreen
-Hard to not have overlap between symbols if there isa
high density of 3D buildings
-Hard to make out exactly which building is being
rated
-Toomuchclutter,parlicularlybadwhenzoomedoutand
all methods exhibit some clutter
-Difficultto relate stars to building (overlap is
confusing)
-Overlapping stars (when next to each other) can
make the stars of adjacent buildings seem like they
maybeforasinlebuildin
-Hard to lell which stars belong to which buildings
-Starsarevaried in size, the size does nOI seem to be
related to the rating

Non-Expert

Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert

Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert

Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Expert
Expert

Expert

Expert
Expert

Expert
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Expert

Experl

Expert

Expert

Experl

Expert

Expert

Expert

Experl

'"":""""Block the view when zoomed out then overlap on other
building (mainly for Prague)
-Add too much visual noise to the view
-Toocrowdeditakesuptoomuchroom.Symboltendsto
overlap multiple buildings
-Overla with ratings for other buildin s
-Not good when buildings are closer to each other.
Appears too crowded
-Hard to tell the number of stars when zoomed out
-Starsappearedjumbledandoverlapped
- Harder to determine which stars belong to which building
feature
-Cluller, very hard to tell iflhe slars are fromanolher
building
-Hardtoseethebuildinginunderthestars
-Too much clutter on the area obscures the subject matter
-Not as easy to identify the number when lheyare layer.
Miss-counlin canoccurwhenthedataisviewed uickl
-Too confusing. Visually "a mess"
-Hard todetemline which rating belonged to which
buildin
-Clultered-Notvisuallyappealing
-Difficult to associate wi current building in densely built
up areas
-Too many symbols, at smaller scales they run together
-At first, not easy to identify which building they
reference.Onemustzoonintodoso

Five point method
Non-Expert
Non-Expert

Non-Expert

-Covered up buildings
-Had to count to read
-Deceiving,onestarisactuallyfivestarratingnotonestar
rating
-Sometimeshard to see the missin iece of the star
-The appearance of the star shading differs according to
the background color, not always easy to see
-Not obviouswhal number of stars it represents. Takes
more time

Non-Expert

Layered stars
Non-Expert

Non-Expert
Non-Experl

-It'sveryclutteredandyouhavetophysicallyput
your finger on the screen
-I don't like it bein la ered-it looksmesmerizin
-It's too confusing
-It looks dumb
-Stars were very jumbled together. Hard to see if3 stars or
4
-Madethemaplookmess

9\

Non-Expert

-Didn't like stacked stars

Non-Expert

-Wastooconfusing
- Looks too cluttered

Expert

-Clutter
-Harder to detennine what building is being represented
b thestars
-Hard to see the number of stars
-Makes image look too busy and cluttered

Expert
Expert

Expert

Expert

-Must really look closely to seethe rating compared to
others
-Kindofu I Iguess
-It is cluttered
-Ittakestoo much time to count the stars because they're
close together
-Foundittoohardtocount
-Visuallyhard to differentiate between 4 and 5

• Confusing

• Clutter/Crowding

.Symbolsize
• Matchingvisualizationto
model
• Complicated

Figure 4.5: Summary of comments for method most often ranked fourth - number of
stars
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The user survey also included a section where participants viewed four 3D
representations of the Empire State Building in Google Earth (see Appendix A), once
with no quality visualization and once with it, and were asked to rank the quality of the
buildings from best to worst in each scenario (with and without the five star rankings).
The 3D building representations were uploaded to Google Earth from the Google
Warehouse, and were created by various users. Each of the buildings had previously been
assigned a quality ranking in the Google Warehouse, so four buildings with different
qualities were chosen. The survey participants were then asked to comment on whether
viewing the quality infonnation the second time they ranked the quality of the objects
affected their ranking. The purpose of this exercise was to see whether viewing the
quality visualization along with the building helped or influenced the participants'
decision of what the quality of the building was.

0

statistical tests were perfonned on

the quantitative data collected from the ranking of the buildings, as 24 of the 40
participants ranked the quality of the buildings in the same order before and after they
were presented with the quality visualization. This left too small of a sample size to
compare each of the two sets of rankings and get meaningful results. The qualitative data
however provided some insight into the participants' perception of how the addition of a
visualization of the geospatial data quality for the 3D objects affected their rankings.
When asked "Did viewing the quality infonnation about the 3D objects
(buildings) affect your rankings of them?", 15 of the 40 survey participants simply stated
no because their rankings did not change from part I to part 3, but majority of the other
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participants provided feedback confimling that the quality infomlation was indeed useful
to them (see Table 10).

Table 4.4: Table showing survey participant feedback pertaining to the affects of viewing
quality infonnation when ranking 3D objects quality
User
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert
Non-Expert

Non-Expert

Non-Ex ert
Expert

Expert

Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert

User feedback
It didn't affect my ranking of them because 1 found my view different from the rankings
rovidedbasedonm own 0 inion
Yes, because before I saw the rankings I was confused about whether building A or D
looked better
Not really, I thought buildingB looked best but didn't payattenti on to the stars above il.
Same as C looks worst and was rated worst
Itdidnot,howeverAandBbothlookedsimilarinquality.lflhadnot seen the buildings in
artonelma havebeenintluencedb thestarratin
Yes, a bil. I couldn't hel butnoticethestarratin s
Therankingchangedbecauseknowingotherpeoplesopinionintluenced my decision on
howlori inall viewedthebuildin s
Yes, quitea bil. I was unsure about what to look for tojudge a buildingsquality.Seeingthe
rankingsprovided me with a guideline. I think after a while users will establish a good
senseofwhetherornotabuildin is modelled well or oor!
Yes it did chan em rankin becauseithelps ou ickoutmoredetailofthebuildin s
The viewing of the ran kings affected my ranking of building I and 2. Seeing the higher
rankingof2causedmetoexaminethebuildingmorecloselyandnotice the increased
amount of detail
The ualit information confirmed supportedm rankin
Sli htlv.lneededtore-evaluatem decisionsin artonebecauseofthestarratin
Myrankingdidnotchange,butlprobablywouldhavebeenintluencedbythestars,
es eciall forrankin theto twobuildin swhichwasatossu thefirsttimearound
Notreall ,m e ewas focused on thebuildin ima e
Yes. it changed my opinion because I wasn't sure of the quality of three of them and
knowin whatother eo Ie rated them helped me decide
Sli htl ,but did not chan emvbestandworst ualit selection
It did, at a glance A and B were hard to judge but seeing the reviews swayed my opinion in
a different direction
Yes. Forcedmetoconsiderother eo lesevaluationofthebuildin s
The rankings were the same as in part one, but I felt more confident with my rankings after
viewin thestarratin s
The rating can be very subjective. It's hard to tell thedifferencebetweenbuildingswithout
bein iven a rankin
It did not change my ranking, but itdid make me look closer at Aand Dtosee why I
ranked them differently than the star system. In my opinion, D's windows look more

:;~~:~i~ ~';:o~'s~r~s~:~~i~~~ :e:II'i~~~.~~ry little about the Empire State Building (i.e. I have
No, but it did instil confidence
No But I think it would ifitwas a buildin that I had never seen or heard of before)
Did not for the best and worst quality but in some ways affected my decision for the middle
Expert
one,theoneforwhichthe ualit difference is less important
t.....::.:.:J<:..:..:..:-_ _....L....:....:Ye=s,=the~'LI=Jalit information is based on knowled e from eo Ie who have a better
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Perfonning this user evaluation and gathering both qualitative and quantitative
data allowed us to better understand which of the five star methods was most preferred
and why this was. The fact that all users completed the survey also helped validate that
users could understand the quality of geospatial 3D models in a VG environment, and
this also shows the efficiency of the method as all expert and non-expert users alike did
not have to spend time leaming or trying to understand the visualization method.
Furthermore, the prototype itself being implemented in an existing VG environment
shows the teclmical feasibility of the method itself. The coding and data collection for the
prototype took approximately a week, and the execution of the user survey and
subsequent analysis of the data took several weeks.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
With an increasing use ofYGs by a broad range of users, visually communicating
the geospatial data quality of 3D objects YG is becoming increasingly important. Most of
the methods proposed for communicating geospatial data quality or uncertainty can be
difficult to implement, or are not always easy to understand by non-expert users. Other
domains have successfully implemented methods for visually communicating the quality
or reliability of products or data to lay users, typically using user feedback and rating
systems. This approach was adapted for use on 3D data in a YG. This thesis designed,
tested and validated an approach for communicating visually the perceived quality of 3D
objects in YGs. It used a symbiotic approach which seeks for a balance between
simplicity and detail of the visualization method. The visualization method developed
communicates the quality of a 3D object as perceived by users examining the model,
gauging the quality of the object in the light of their personal need and context. Several
visualizations were tested and the top ranking method, number within slar, was then
identified using a user survey. These results imply then, that when applying such a
method in a 3D environment, we need to consider using different approaches than those
used in 2D environments (e.g. other environments where five separate stars are often
used to visualize quality).
This thesis posed five specific research questions (presented in the section 1.4)
that have been answered as follows:
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•

What are the different types of users of virtual globes?
VOs are a very recent teclmology. As a consequence, the review of the literature

on VO users and usages revealed a generally incomplete understanding of the types of
users and usages. To answer this first research question, a new classification ofVO users
was proposed, based on a review of the literature. The classification was structured
around two axes: I) the level of expertise in geospatial data of the user and 2) the level of
complexity of the use made of the VO (see section 2.2.2). This resulted in identifying
four types of VO users; (I) Amateur expertise - Simple/Personal application, (2) Trained
expertise - Simple/Personal application, (3) Amateur to Semi-trained expeliise Scientific/Professional application, (4) Trained expertise -

Scientific/Professional

application.

•

What methods for geospatial data quality visualization have been previously
explored?
Knowledge of the breadth and types of existing methods proposed for visualizing

geospatial data quality and uncertainty were identified through a review of the literature.
These methods were classified according to 13 visual variables (see section 2.3.3).
Identifying and classifying these methods served as an essential step in understanding
what potential methods or aspects of methods could be implemented in visualizing
geospatial data quality for 3D objects within a VO environment. Answering this question
also gave insight into the limitations of these previously explored methods when
considering the technical feasibility and level of expertise that would be needed for a user
to understand the visualization.
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•

Which factors are important to consider in the development of an approach for
implementing geospatial data quality visualizations for 3D objects in a virtual
globe?
The review of the literature done on the existing visualization methods confinned

the diversity of methods that are available. The fact that none of them is used in current
mainstream geospatial technologies indicates among other things the difficulty to
implement such approach. This difficulty can result from a number of causes, such as the
technical feasibility to implement the approach and the availability of quality or
uncertainty assessments. As a consequence, two factors were identified for the
development of the approach (see section 3.4.2): (I) the level of detail the method
provides about data quality vs. the simplicity and ease of understanding of the method,
where the method must communicate sufficient detail as to the geospatial data quality of
the data, but must also be understandable to expert and non-expert users alike, (2) the
technical feasibility of its implementation, where the method should not be too complex
to be applied in a widespread marUler to many different 3D models.

•

Which method or set of methods can be used to communicate geospatial data
quality of 3D objects to non-expert users of virtual globes?
Most methods proposed in the GIS literature for visualizing data quality or

uncertainty can be difficult to implement in VGs due to the fact that they strongly rely on
existing quantitative assessments of data quality. As a consequence, a broader search was
done to see how other fields have successfully implemented methods for communicating
the reliability or quality of data/products to lay users. Many methods rely on a five star
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rating system and user feedback, such as those used by websites such as Amazon, iTunes,
and E-Bay. This thesis has been inspired by these methods which combine ease of
representation (i.e. five stars) richness of the infonnation (i.e. comments from users) and
ease of implementation (i.e. no need for existing metadata and the use of simple symbols
for the visualization). The method was adapted to a geographic visualization for 3D
objects in the VGs environment (see sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3) and has provided a novel
way to collect and display quality of 3D objects in VGs. This method allows non-expert
users to understand the quality of the data they are using for decision-making, and is a
new approach which is based on the users' perception of quality (see section 3.5).

•

Which of the visualization methodes) implemented in the visualization
prototypes best visually represents the geospatial data quality?
Several ways for representing the five star method in a geographic space were

considered for visualization prototypes. The use of 2D and 3D stars was tested. In
addition, a number of visual variables have been experimented to display the infonnation
(see section 3.4.4). From these possible visualizations, a subset of four methods was
selected for prototyping (see section 3.6). The four visualization methods were then
tested through a user evaluation and then statistically validated to detennine the most
effective one (see section 3.7). It was found that the number within star method was
consistently ranked highest, with the jive point method ranking second best. The
evaluation also presented no significant difference between the rankings of experts vs.
non-experts, which reinforces that the number within star method was the overall
consensus for the best of the four methods. Qualitative data obtained from this survey
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also gave insight as to why this method and the five poii'll method were preferred (see
section 4.4).
The research hypothesis (section 1.3) was that it was possible to visually
communicate the geospatial data quality of 3D objects in VGs to non-expert users
through a method which is both technically feasible and easily understandable by nonexpert users. The selection of the five-star methods allowed having a method geared
towards non-expert users, as this method has been successfully used in other fields (see
section 3.4.3). This method was proved to be very easy to implement within a prototype
(see section 3.6), by using a small selection of map symbols that can be displayed as
KML files in the prototype. The user evaluation (see section 3.7) also confimled that the
approach was easy to understand by users, both experts and non-expelis in geospatial
infonnation. We can then conclude that the research hypothesis has been confinned by
this study.

5.2 Limitations and opportunities
While the thesis has provided answers to several questions, there are however still
a number of limitations to consider and opportunities to expand and build upon the
research. These limitations and opportunities relate to the methodology, user survey,
scope of the research, and technical aspects of the prototypes.
One limitation of this research can be seen in the user survey. As the survey was
not the major goal of the research, the population sample was limited (20), and therefore
the statistical analysis was limited to those tests for a small sample size. While the sample
size used is statistically valid for the use of non-parametric tests (see section 3.7), a larger
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group of users would have been interesting to get, as no generalizations were made from
the results of the survey. In this case there is then an opportunity for future works to
include a larger collection of quantitative data and more complex statistical analysis,
perhaps via an on-line survey.
The visualization method proposed in this project relies on the perception users
have of the quality of 3D objects. While this is likely the only way to assess the quality of
the data in absence of a fomlal quality assessment that would require ground-truthing
data, it presents limitations similar to what is known from other types of volunteered
geographic infomlation (VGI). The reliability of the assessment is often a function of the
number of users that have provided an assessment. Haklay (2010) describes a similar
problem with OpenStreetMap data where the quality of the data increases in urban city
areas but drops considerably in rural areas. This problem results from having a lower
number of contributors in rural regions, which decreases the quality of the data (e.g.
decreased completeness and accuracy).
Opportunities for future work also stem from this research. The scope of this
project only required testing the concepts using a prototype (see section 3.6). Developing
a fully functional system for the five star method with a VG would be interesting in order
to further test the ideas. Also, future research into users' motivations and willingness to
assess the perceived quality of 3D objects in VGs would be very interesting. Similar
studies assessing users motivations and willingness to contribute VGI have already been
conducted (Coleman el al., 2010; Coleman, 2009; Budhathoki, 2010).
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As part of the research, the use of a quality slider was also explored in order to
select dynamically only objects that have a certain level of quality. The incorporation of
this into a working system, and the exploration of other features to enhance the system
may also be an interesting way to further the research as a future work.
Finally, this research provides a novel way to collect and display quality of 3D
objects in VGs, and introduces the new concept of perceived quality for geospatial
infonnation. This solution also finds a new way to use the Five Star Method in a 3D
geospatial environment which differs from the way in which the method is used in
popular websites. The use of an extrinsic visualization method also validates the
conclusions of MacEachren el at. (2005) where they assert that extrinsic visualizations
are better as a method for communicating uncertainty for infomlation from specific
locations such as the 3D buildings used in the prototype, as the results of the user survey
indicate that the users found this method easy to understand. The visualization method
used in this research was tested using 3D buildings in Google Earth, but could be used for
any other type of 3D object. Other future works could test the method using a different
VG platfonn, and for different 3D objects.
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Appendix A: User Survey on geospatial data quality visualization

Privacy Statement: The personal information that you provide (Vou r first and last names and your email

addresslwillremainconfidentialwiththedistributorsofthissu rvey(KristaJones, Rodolphe Devillers,
Yvan Bedard and Olaf Schroth). The other answers that you providefor this survey will be compiled with

thoseofolhersand published as part of an M5cthesis
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Survey on geospatialdata quality visualization
KristaJones:MSccandidale, Department of Geography,

Memorial University of Newfoundland

1. Are you familiar with what a virtual globe is (e.g. Google Earth)? yO
IjyouanswerNo to question 1 pJeasereturn the survey uncompleted.

3. Are you familiar with any GIS or mapping software (e.g. ArcGls)?

4. Do you have any formal training or education in GIS?

YO

NO

YO

NO

Context
A number of Web mapping applications such as Google Maps and OpenstreetMap allow users to add
and modify geospatial data. In a similar way, Google allows users to create 3D models in Google
Sketchup and then make them available for anyone for download and use from their 3D Warehouse
These approaches are different from traditional geospatial data production methods as they are not
based on explicit production standards. but can allow many users to contribute to the production ofa
singlegeospatial dataset. This creates challenges when you want to use such dat3 to make a decision. as
the quality of the geospatial dataset can be highly heterogeneous or evenunknown.Forinstance,auser

~;Ii:~~rtt~~~~:;e:~~~;s~:~~s~:~e~rban 3D

environment, but have little indication of how

Five star method
To communicate the quality of 3D objects being made and used by all types of people in virtual globes,
methods adapted from a number of other domains are being used in this project. These other domains
havesuccessfullyimplementedmethodsofcommunicatingthereliabilityorqualityofdata/produetsto
users. This includes popular Web sites or systems such as Amazon, eBay and ITunes which allow users to
assess the quality of products using different rating and feedback systems.Mostofthesesystemsare
based on a five-star rating approach and often allow userstoadd moredetailedcomments in relation to
their own perception of the quality of these data/products.
The five star methods you will see in Part 2 of this survey are representativeofanaverageratingthat
has been assigned to each of the 3D objects (buildingsl
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a)

View the four 3D buildings, one at a time, found under the heading 'Part l'inGoogle Earth.

b) Consider, in your opinion, what the quality of these 3D buildingsis

Rankeachojthejou,buildingsj,ombesttoworstquolity./ndicotethe building (e.g. 8uildingA}
youconsidertohovethebestquolityobovethel,thebuildingobovethe2osthtthenextbest,
ondsoon untilyouronk them all.

al

View each of the four methods of visualizing the five star ranking method found under the
heading'Part2'lnGoogle Earth. View each of the four methods for Prague and San Francisco
'I_Five point method','2_Numberofstars','3_layeredstars','4_Numberwithinstar'

b) View them in the o,de, which was given to you (e.g. 4,2.1.31
c)

Consider, in your opinion, which of these methods is easiest to understand'
Five point method

*,

Number of stars

***,

layered stClrs ...., Number within star

*

Rankeoch of the four methods from eosiest tomo5t difficult to understand. Indicate thefivestor
method (t.g. Fivepa;nt method} you considereosiest to understand above thel, the five star
methodobovethelasthenexreasiest,ondsoonunrilyoufonkrhemall.

--1

--2

--3

--4

d) Provide two reasons which you used in the selection of the best method (1~I)

11

_

III

e) Provide two reasons you used in the selection of the worst method (4
1)

Ih

)•

_

a) View the four 3D buildings, one at a time, found under the heading ,Part 3' in Google Earth.
b) Consider, in your opinion, what the quality of these 3D buildingsis.

Ronkeocho!the!ourbuildings!rombesttoworstquolity.lndicoterhebuilding(e.g.8uildingA)
youconsidertohovethebestquolityabovethel,thebuildingabovethe2toasthenextbest,
and so on unti/youronk them all.

--I

c)

--2

--3

--4

Did viewing the quality information about the 3D objects (buildings) affect your rankings of
them? If so, explain why viewing the quality information changed your ranking of the buildings.
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